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Disclaimer & Copyright
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in an automated database,
or made public, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or any
other way, without prior written permission. This document and the accompanying annexes are
exclusively intended for the use within the framework of and for the duration of the present market
consultations preceding the procurement of PREVENT PCP. Any other use is not permitted, except with
the prior written permission of the contracting entity. Rights of third parties may be vested in this
document (including the accompanying annexes).
This document (including the accompanying annexes) has been drafted with the utmost care, but no
guarantees are given regarding its soundness and/or completeness. Any errors or inaccuracies can be
reported via “contact@prevent-pcp.eu”.
PREVENT PCP Group is not responsible for the correct operation of any URL mentioned in this
document, nor for the proper functioning of any used electronic platform (for example the EU survey
system). Any problems encountered when using a URL and / or an electronic platform must be
reported to the organisation that makes the URL or the electronic platform available. Problems with
downloading and uploading (of documents) must also be reported via “contact@prevent-pcp.eu”.
Economic operators are being informed that any information regarding the setup and execution of
both the procurement process and the execution of any contract/framework agreement as a result of
the procurement process as well as public summaries of the results of the PCP project, including
information about key R&D results attained and lessons learnt by the procurers during the PCP, can be
shared after consultation with the respective R&D provider by the PREVENT PCP Group with(in) the
context of the contract and consequently can be analysed, (re-)used and published by the PREVENT
PCP Group. Details should not be disclosed that would hinder application of the law, would be contrary
to the public interest, would harm the legitimate business interests of the R&D providers involved in
the PCP or could distort fair competition between the participating R&D providers or others on the
market.
PREVENT PCP project receives funding under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under the grant agreement No 101020374. The EU is however not participating
as a contracting authority in the procurement.
Α Prior information notice, or PIN (2021/S 220-580937) has been published
(https://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:580937-2021:TEXT:EN:HTML&src=0) to announce the
Open Market Consultation on potential future procurement activity.
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Abbreviations and acronyms
COTS

Commercial Off-The-Shelf

DPO

Data Protection Officer

EU

European Union

FRAND

Fair, Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

H2020

Horizon 2020

IPRs

Intellectual Property Rights

LEAs

Law Enforcement Agencies

OMC

Open Market Consultation

PBG

Public Buyers Group

PC

Project Coordinator

PCP

Pre-Commercial Procurement

PIN

Prior Information Notice

PTO

Public Transport Operator

R&D

Research and Development

RFI

Request For Information

SOTA

State of the Art

TRL

Technology Readiness Levels
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1. Purpose and rules of the OMC
This document describes the objectives and rules applicable to the Open Market Consultation (OMC)
of the Project ‘PRocurEments of innoVativE, advaNced systems to support security in public Transport
– Pre-Commercial Procurement’ — ‘PREVENT-PCP’ as described in section 2.
Through this OMC, the Public Buyers Group of PREVENT-PCP aims to inform market operators
regarding the upcoming Pre-Commercial Procurement of research and development (R&D) services
for the development of solutions for the automatic detection of unattended items in public transport
infrastructures.
The OMC also aims to understand the operators’ capabilities to satisfy the public buyers’ needs and to
obtain market parties’ input on the viability of the procurement plans and conditions as described in
this document and annexes.
This OMC is performed under the law of the lead procurer – KENTRO MELETON ASFALEIAS (KEMEA) which is Greek law.
The contracting authority involved in the PREVENT PCP project is not legally bound in any way by the
outcome of the market consultation
The market consultation is also not part of any pre-qualification or selection process. No advantage or
disadvantage will be given to any supplier / group of suppliers to the detriment of others during the
market consultation and the sub-sequent competitive procedure for the award of contracts
procurement.
All information provided during the open market consultation and other background information will
be published online in English.

1.1. Objectives
The objectives of the Open Market Consultation (OMC) of PREVENT-PCP are to:
1) Validate the findings of the COTS (Commercial-Off-The-Shelf) analysis, the SOTA (State-Of-TheArt) analysis and the viability of the set of technical and financial provisions.
2) Raise awareness of the industry regarding the upcoming Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP).
3) Collect insights from the industry which can be used to finetune the tender specifications.

1.2. Participation
All interested operators are invited to take part in the Open Market Consultation (OMC). However,
participation in the PCP will be limited to companies located in Europe or willing to perform the PCP
R&D services in Europe.
Participation in the OMC is voluntary and non-binding and, moreover, is done for own account and
risk. A market party cannot charge any costs to the procurers for participation in the OMC or for (re)use of its information in the context of a future procurement procedure.
Participation in this OMC is not a condition for submitting a tender in the subsequent procurement,
does not lead to any rights or privileges for the participants, and is not part of any pre-qualification or
selection process. The provided input in this OMC will not be used to evaluate future proposals.
The event and webinars will be recorded. By attending the physical event you will be consenting to be
recorded. By using your video and microphone during the webinars you will be consenting to be
This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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recorded. If you do not want your voice and image to be recorded during the webinars, you may ask
your questions using the chat. The PREVENT PCP Consortium shall use those records for the purpose
of the project only.
In addition, please be aware that photos may be taken during the meeting. The PREVENT PCP
Consortium shall use those photos for the purpose of the project only.

1.3. Activities
The market consultation will take place in the form of:
-

One main event which will take place in Marseille (FRANCE) on the 19th and 20th of January
2022. This event will be carried out in English and broadcasted online.
A series of webinars in different EU languages will be held from the 10th to the 27th of January
2022.
Other activities and questionnaires as deemed necessary within the scope of the project.

In this context, the market consultation will also explore the possibility to engage Venture Capital funds
in the PCP in order to increase the chances of commercialization of the developed solutions.

1.4. Registration
Interested
parties
are
requested
to
https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/PREVENT-PCP

register

to

participate

here:

1.5. Timetable
The timetable of activities and required actions of the PREVENT-PCP OMC is as follows:
DATE & TIME
8 November 2021

8 November 2021

10 January 2022
9:30 – 12:00
12 January 2022
9:30 – 12:00
13 January 2022
9:30 – 12:00
14 January 2022

ACTIVITIES & REQUIRED ACTIONS
Publication of the Prior Information Notice on TED
Services - 580937-2021 - TED Tenders Electronic Daily (europa.eu)
Open registration to the Open Market Consultation required to
participate in the activities/events.
Complete and submit the EU Survey questionnaire:
https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/PREVENT-PCP
Informative webinar in English

Informative webinar in French

Informative webinar in Polish
Informative webinar in Portuguese

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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9:30 – 12:00
17 January 2022
12:00
19 January 2022
08:00
19 January 2022
13:30 – 17:30
20 January 2022
09/00 – 13:30
25 January 2022
9:30 – 12:00
26 January 2022
9:30 – 12:00
27 January 2022
9:30 – 12:00
28 January 2022
9:30 – 12:00
03 February 2022
19:00 (CEST)
15 February 2022

28 February 2022

Deadline to register to the Open Market Consultation required to
participate in activities/events (onsite event).
Deadline to register to the Open Market Consultation required to
participate in activities/events (online event).
Main event in Marseille (FRANCE)

Main event in Marseille (FRANCE)

Informative webinar in Spanish

Informative webinar in Dutch

Informative webinar in Greek

Informative webinar in Italian

Deadline for submission of required questionnaires
Publication of the OMC Report on the project website and EU Survey
link.
Closure of the market consultation

PREVENT PCP Group is entitled to adjust the time schedule. PREVENT PCP Group is and remains
entitled to terminate the OMC for its own reasons at any time. In such a case, PREVENT PCP Group will
make the termination known as such through a publication on the project website: PREVENT-pcp.eu
and the EU Survey (https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/PREVENT-PCP)

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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1.6. Procedure
The OMC starts on the date of its publication in the EU’s Supplement to the Official Journal (TED) and
ends on the date set in the timetable, unless terminated earlier.
Interested parties are requested to register through the EU Survey link provided above, in order to
participate in the events and receive additional information of the project (which may be subject to
previously signed Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDA)). The questionnaire should be filled out before
deadline indicated in the timetable above.
The PREVENT-PCP Group will be engaged in supporting interested parties throughout the whole OMC
period during the webinars and presential events, and by answering questions which will formulate a
Q&A document to be published in the project’s website.
Additional written contributions in the form of a Request For Information (RFI) questionnaire or other
questionnaires (via the EU survey platform) aiming to collect market information on innovative and
commercial solutions may be requested.
The responses to the questionnaires should not contain any confidential information. As the
questionnaire is intended to explore the market ‘as-is’, there can be no wrong or right answers. The
answers provided will be used as input for our procurement strategy and conditions.
In case the information provided in this document and annexes needs further clarification, market
parties may ask questions during the webinars, the main event in Marseille or via the contact email
address provided above.

1.7. Report
After processing the questions and responses of all suppliers, the PREVENT-PCP Group will
communicate the results widely. In this context, we will treat all information provided by operators as
commercially sensitive and we will therefore not communicate any supplier specific details. Only the
general findings will be summarised and communicated. The resulting anonymised report (excluding
the confidential information) will be published on date set in the timetable above in the Project
website and the EU Survey link.

1.8. Language
All communications (before, during and after the OMC) will be carried out in English. However, the
project informative webinars will be organised in different languages to ensure reaching out interested
market parties (Dutch, English, French, Greek, Italian, Polish, Portuguese and Spanish).
Those information webinars will be held on the following dates, from 09:30 to 12:00 (UTC+1):
-

in English on January 10th,
in French on January 12th,
in Polish on January 13th,
in Portuguese on January 14th,
in Spanish on January 25th,
in Dutch on January 26th,
in Greek on January 27th,
in Italian on January 28th.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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1.9. Follow up procurement
By carrying out this OMC, the procurers do not commit to subsequently deploying a procurement
procedure. Moreover, in case this OMC will be followed by a procurement procedure, the public
procurers reserve the right to change any elements that define the desired solution. No rights can be
derived from any statements made by the procurers during the OMC.
Interested parties should take into account that in case of a following up procurement their
participation will be subjected to the compliance with certain formal requirements. As an example, a
non-exhaustive list of formal documents that are usually required in this procedure is stated here
below:
• Proof regarding enrolment in one of the professional or trade registers kept in their Member
State of establishment.
• Proof of availability of a testing location (including a description of the testing facilities, as well
as property documents and/or renting invoices).
• Proof of the ability to perform R&D up to original development of the first products or services
in the EU and to commercially exploit the results of the PCP, including intangible results in
particular IPRs
• Proof of expertise and working experience required to undertake an innovative R&D project that
entails relevant technology
• Proof of the ability to commercially exploit the results of the PCP, including intangible results in
particular IPRs
• Tender form (technical and financial offer).
• Statement of joint and several liability (in case of Consortia).
• European Single Procurement Document (Self –declaration of honour, Consortia Statement and
Subcontracting Statement).
• List of pre-existing IPRs.
A indicative timetable of the tender planning of the PREVENT-PCP is as follows:
DATE

PRE-COMMERCIAL TENDER

June 2022

Tender publication

August 2022

Reception of Tenders, bidder selection and contract award

December 2022

PCP Phase 1 Solution Design (5 months)

May 2023

PCP Phase 2 Prototype (9 months)

February 2024

PCP Phase 3 Operational Validation (7 months)

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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Please note that the tender planning in the table above is indicative. The PREVENT PCP Group
reserves its rights to modify it according to its needs at all time.

1.10. Annexes
The annexes form an integral and inseparable part of this OMC document. In the event of any conflict
between the provisions of this document and the provisions in the appendices, the provisions in this
document prevail.
Please note that the questionnaire (EU Survey) is explicitly qualified as an annex to this market
consultation document and is not a standalone document but is part of a set of documents.
Annexes:
-

Annex 1 IPR results
Annex 2 COTS results
EU Survey Questionnaire

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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2. The PREVENT-PCP project
2.1. Goal
PREVENT Pre-Commercial Procurement (PREVENT-PCP) focuses on augmenting the security in public
transport through the development of innovative solutions. The novel technologies should endow
Public Transport Operators (PTOs) with solutions enhancing security situational awareness through:
i)
ii)
iii)

Timely automatic detection of potentially dangerous unattended items in Public Transport
Infrastructure and in public areas in the vicinity;
Identification and tracking of perpetrators; and
Integration/interoperability of the technology in standard crisis management systems and
VMS.

The PREVENT-PCP project builds on the outcomes of the PREVENT Coordination Support Action (CSA)
which allowed the Public Buyers to consolidate commonly agreed scenarios, covering the critical
security issues down to a detailed identification of a set of innovation needs, both at process and
technology levels, to ease coordination across the full chain of stakeholders, from transport operators
to security forces and public authorities. Therefore, the need for innovative solutions stems from a
longer collaboration and is driven by commonly identified internal needs to improve the quality and
efficiency of pre-empting terrorist attacks.
You can find more information about
https://vimeo.com/436910503/98fe47e8c7

the

project

in

the

following

video:

During the PREVENT CSA, the Partners investigated, through the analysis of different security
scenarios, the technologies that could meet the security needs of the PTOs. This analysis firstly brought
to the identification of 12 Common Security Scenarios, then shortlisted to 6. As part of the planning
and preparatory activities of the CSA that eventually led to the current PREVENT PCP, the identified
technologies had to be assessed according to their technological maturity. Only those technologies
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with a low level of maturity are suitable candidates for the PREVENT PCP as concluded in the
preparatory stage known as ‘State-of-the-Art analysis’.
The State-of-the-Art analysis was performed following two parallel tracks:
(i)
(ii)

The analysis of the available Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products; and
The total stock of relevant patents, standards, standard essential patents, and literature
to obtain information on their type, scope, breadth, content, radicalness and technical
relevance, as well as the associated institutions and related suppliers owning Intellectual
Property Rights (IPRs).

Participants to the OMC are encouraged to challenge the findings of the SOTA.

2.2. Challenges
The PREVENTP PCP challenges are summarized in the following 4 points:
1. Object classification/detection: capability to distinguish various objects (luggage, handbag,
animal, person, …) and locate them in the image
2. Association of an item to a person or a group: capability to associate an item to his / its
owner(s)
3. Person re-identification (non-biometric or biometric / body or facial recognition):
4. Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect unattended items
The above challenges will be addressed through the evaluation of the final prototypes during Phase 3.
Prevent PCP Group is expecting four operational pilots in four countries: France, Spain, Portugal and
Italy (Those elements may evolve during the project).

France Pilot: Paris - Marseille axis
This Paris-Marseille axis will allow the implementation of complete scenarios over 3 national
stations and at least 2 transportation modes (metropolitan trains in Paris and national train
between Paris and Marseille). In Paris several stations could be selected for the implementation of
the Pilot:
-

Châtelet–Les Halles: It is a major train and metro hub in Paris and one of the largest
underground stations in the world. It is the central transit hub for the Île-de-France metropolitan
area, connecting three of five Regional Trains (commuter-rail lines) and five of sixteen Metro
lines.

-

Paris-Nord (also known as Gare du Nord): It is one of the six major SNCF terminus stations in
Paris. It constitutes the head of the Parisian line of the rail network serving the North of France,
as well as the bordering countries. Due to its proximity with Belgium, the Netherlands, Great
Britain and Germany, it has always had a marked international vocation, before seeing its
regional traffic grow strongly. As for the Châtelet station, Paris Nord is a station for SNCF (Trains)
and RATP (Metro) at the same time.

-

Paris-Gare-de-Lyon (also known as Gare de Lyon): it is one of the six major terminus stations of
the SNCF network in Paris. It is also a station of the Ile-de-France Regional Trains network. Gare
de Lyon is the second station in Paris in terms of traffic. An underground station, common to
RATP and SNCF, is located under the train station. It is served by 2 Regional Trains and offers a
connection with 2 metro lines.

-

In Marseille, the prototype will be implemented in Marseille-Saint-Charles: It is the main
This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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railway station and intercity bus station of Marseille, France. It is the main railway junction for
regional, national and international trains (Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Spain). The
four regional rail lines converge there and provide 10 of the 16 travel offers of regional trains. It
is also the southern terminus of the Paris–Marseille railway.

Spain Pilot: Barcelona
The pilot in Barcelona is focused in Plaça Catalunya (Catalonia square), the main reference point in
downtown that could be considered the heart of Barcelona city, with a relevant presence of
different transportation means:
•

Railway (FGC and RENFE – with an airport connection)

•

Metro and Bus system (TMB)

•

Aerobus (private airport bus operator)

•

Tourist Buses (private and public operators

Plaça Catalunya is not only a big square in a central position of Barcelona: it’s the best reference as
a tourist spot, joining the Ramblas with two exclusive main streets (Passeig de Gràcia and Rambla
Catalunya), famous as commercial and cultural area.
This area is very well connected with the airport (by RENFE and bus), and FGC Operator has a
terminal station of different Lines at Plaça Catalunya Station, with a transfer with the Metro system
(Line 1 and Line 3).

Portugal Pilot: Lisbon
In Lisbon, the pilot will be located in red and green line, between stations Aeroporto and Cais do
Sodré.
This part of the Metro network provides the connection between several Transports mode, namely:
•

Aeroporto station, making interface to the Lisbon Airport, which provides connections from
Portugal to all the world;

•

Oriente station, that makes the connection to the main railway Station with the same name,
where we have trains between Lisbon, to the country and other countries, makes also the
connection with a bus and taxi terminal and is near to Parque das Nações, an important
entertainment area of Lisbon;

•

Baixa-Chiado Station in the City Center that is near of the old entertainment area of Lisbon;

•

Cais do Sodré Station that connects to the Cais do Sodré train station, beginning of the line to
Cascais to the west of the Lisbon region, the ferries terminal with lines to several other sides of
the Tagus river and with the tram line to Algés.

Italy Pilot: Genoa
In Genoa, the pilot will take place in the Principi Station Hub (Fanti di Italia). Genova Principe Hub
is an important local and regional transit hub for both commuters and tourists and it’s the second
station of Liguria’s main city. The hub is a short walk away from the center and offers a wide range
of facilities like shopping, services and restaurants.
This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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It covers both the urban and extra urban transport service and AMT has there main bus stops and
the Genoese subway representing:
•
•
•
•
•

The most central subway stop
Bus stops (platforms for the local lines – Genoa lines)
Stops connecting Genoa to its Province
Taxis
Car sharing/Bike sharing
Table 1: PREVENT PCP Pilots

Each pilot will define their scenarios involving various locations, environments (metro, regional trains,
high-speed trains, bus), partners and users (security center, operational center, operational actors,
video patrollers, security forces, etc.).
The technical tests and operational pilots will allow the partners to test:
•

•
•
•
•

The solutions in operational conditions with the use of real cases that occurs in trains or
stations, with different environment such as:
- Locations: train stations, streets, metros, trains, bus
- Organization: different processes depending on country and partner
- CCTV system: heterogenous quality
The efficiency of the solutions proposed by the suppliers
The added value of the solutions for PTO and LEA users
The integration and interoperability of the technology in existing crisis management systems and
video management system (VMS)
And to evaluate the social acceptance of the developed technologies to reach a secure and safe
public transport

The IPR search, thus aimed to identify patents, standards and literature regarding:
o
o
o

o

Object classification and detection
Association of an item to a person or a group
Person re-identification and tracking
§ - Facial recognition (biometric data)
§ - Body recognition (non-biometric data)
Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect unattended items

2.3. The Public Buyers
The PREVENT-PCP brings together the following 13 Public Buyers from France, Greece, Italy, Netherlands,
Portugal and Spain:
1.

KENTRO MELETON ASFALEIAS (KEMEA)

The Center for Security Studies (KEMEA) is a think tank on homeland security policies and an
established research center since 2005 (L. 3387/2005) within the Hellenic Ministry of Citizen
Protection, aiming to support security policy implementations in Greece, at a strategic level.
Specifically, the activities KEMEA is involved in include a) research and development in the context of
National and European projects in close cooperation with LEAs, working under the auspices of the
Ministry of Citizen Protection b) training of practitioners in new systems and technologies and c) the
This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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certification of practitioners in private security professions at the national level, The Center also
provides advisory and consulting services to the Ministry of Citizen Protection, as well as other Public
and Private authorities, on safety and security issues.
A main objective of KEMEA is to bring together all national Law Enforcement Agencies (Police, Fire
Service, Coast Guard, Civil Protection agency, etc.) and to enable them to collaborate, interconnecting
them with corresponding agencies, research institutions and the industry from around Europe. This
dedicated approach to exploring synergies, establishing communication links and working together to
produce end-user driven research on all fronts of the Security Sector during the last decade, has earned
KEMEA its participation in numerous National and EC R&D projects. Furthermore, KEMEA is appointed
as the Greek “National Contact Point” for the implementation of Directive 2008/114/EC, regarding the
protection of European Critical Infrastructures.
2.

SOCIETE NATIONALE SNCF (SNCF)

SNCF (France) is a public service company which offers a full range of mobility solutions. The main
mission of SNCF is to make the travel experience simpler by delivering seamless, sustainable passenger
and freight transport. To meet these challenges, SNCF has changed its structure since 1st January 2020:
a single parent company (SNCF) overseeing SNCF Réseau, SNCF Gares & ConnexionsRail Logistics
Europe, SNCF Voyageurs, Geodis and Keolis.
SNCF, the parent company, provides top-level management and is home to the entities that provide
services to the entire group:
•

Shared Services Centres, which support group operations by providing employee welfare,
medical and payroll services, and more.

•

SNCF Security Directorate (Rail Security - Suge), which protects passengers, property, and
personnel day in and day out, in stations and on trains throughout the French rail network.

•

SNCF Immobilier, which manages and optimizes SNCF group’s portfolio of tertiary, social,
industrial and rail properties.

As for the other structures:
•

SNCF Réseau’s primary goals are to manage, maintain and develop the French rail network,
giving priority to existing lines and to the Paris region in particular.

•

SNCF Gares & Connexions combines a wide variety of skills to achieve a single goal: renovating
and improving the 3,000 stations on the French rail network.

•

Rail Logistics Europe is a leader in the French rail freight market.

•

SNCF Voyageurs provides passengers with shared and door-to-door mobility solutions that
meet their needs in terms of offer, cost, service quality and environmental protection.

•

Geodis specializes in freight transport logistics in France and 120 countries worldwide.

•

Keolis is a private public transport operator with roots in France and Quebec.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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SNCF - Security Directorate (which is involved in PREVENT) is divided into several departments, all of
which contribute to carrying out the railway security-related missions: the General Surveillance, the
Defence Directorate, the Digital Expertise, Equipment and Industry Directorate, the Security Academy.
The role of SNCF - Security Directorate is to prevent any attacks on individuals, whether they are
passengers or railway employees, to secure train operations, and to make sure the traffic is steady. It
supports clients by assessing their needs and offers operational services in its security Reference
Document.
3.

REGIE AUTONOME DES TRANSPORTS PARISIENS (RATP)

RATP, an entity of RATP Group (France), is a state-owned operator responsible of most of the public
transportation in Paris and Ile-de-France region for more than seventy years. It is an operator and
infrastructure manager of 14 metro lines and will be infrastructure manager of the 4 automatic lines
of the future Grand Paris Express network. The RATP-operated multimodal network in Paris region is
one of the world’s largest and densest mass transit systems handling more than 3 billion trips per year.
Its main goal is to provide customers with safe, secure, fast and comfortable transportation. Studies,
project management, project engineering, design and construction engineering, supervision of rolling
stock design and construction, assistance with commissioning and operations, rolling stock renovation
diagnostics, quality certification, technical, marketing and business audits, the engineering and
advisory skills and expertise provided by the RATP cover every project stage and all transport modes:
commuter rail, metro, tramways and buses. RATP experts are also involved in a range of international
and national railway or bus projects including European research programs.
4.

AYUNTAMIENTO DE SEVILLA (SCC)

Seville City Council (Spain) is the local governing body of the municipality of Seville. The city of Seville
is the capital and largest city of the Spanish autonomous region of Andalusia and the province of
Seville. It is situated on the lower reaches of the River Guadalquivir, in the southwest of the Iberian
Peninsula. Seville has a municipal population of about 690,000 as of 2019, and a metropolitan
population of about 1.5 million, making it the largest city in Andalusia, the fourth-largest city in Spain
and the 30th most populous municipality in the European Union. Every year, more than 4000 events
of different entities and complexity are held in the city of Seville. The physical characteristics of the
city and the idiosyncrasy of its people, together with the climate and excellent transport connectivity
make this city a preferred point for the organization of events (concerts, congresses, cultural, sporting,
religious, political events, etc.).
This scenario has made the entities that manage security and emergencies evolve in their planning and
execution paradigms of operational devices. Seville is the only city that has a permanent body of
coordination between the bodies which are dependent on the City Council and with other
administrations, as well as with the promoters of the events. This management model has been refined
so that the management of extraordinary events is supported on the same basis as those of lesser
importance. The same model is applied to all devices, with their own adaptations. The use of social
networks and active monitoring and listening on any activity that may compromise the security of the
event applies. The application of OSINT (Open Source Intelligent) techniques allows structuring the
information and activating different tracking patterns that detect anomic behaviors that can predict
the subsequent commission of incivility or criminal actions that can destabilize and compromise the
celebration of the event. The most complex event held in Seville is Holy Week, in which all efforts are
made and where available technological advances are applied to improve security management
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through the implementation of video surveillance systems with analytics video to provide timely
information to managers through a BSC as a decision support tool.
5.

TRANSPORTES URBANOS DE SEVILLA SAM (TUSSAM)

The Municipal Urban Transport of Seville S.A.M. (hereinafter TUSSAM) is the collective public transport
company of the city of Seville (Spain). It has a fleet of 400 buses and runs about 19 million kilometres
a year in this municipality of Seville. TUSSAM provides services to over 700.000 inhabitants, distributed
over an area of 142 km², with a network made up of 54 routes, 9 of them night routes. The total length
of the network reaches 601km with 988 bus stops, which are distributed with an average distance
between them of 350 meters. The service is provided with 400 buses, with 9 years of average age, 4
trams, and 3 contracted bus routes.
TUSSAM has made a strong commitment to reducing emissions. The 42% of the fleet is using
compressed natural gas fuel, which makes that the city of Seville has the highest percentage of CNG
powered vehicles throughout Spain, besides 70 %. For TUSSAM the security in the Public Transport is
a priority. Now they are implementing a new system of video cameras with recording in all the buses
of the fleet. In case of an emergency, the control centre can view the images of the bus online.
6.

FERROCARRILS DE LA GENERALITAT DE CATALUNYA (FGC)

FGC (Spain) operates as a public transport operator of railway. With a network spanning across
Catalonia/Metropolitan areas of Barcelona and Lleida, with 97 stations in 45 cities ranging 239 km and
transporting over 360,000 customers per day.
7.

METROPOLITANO DE LISBOA EP (ML)

Metropolitano de Lisboa (Portugal) is a public corporation with legal personality and administrative
and financial autonomy which was founded in 1948. Currently it has a network comprising 4
independent lines, 44.5 km in length and 56 stations operating in Lisbon and neighboring
municipalities. It improves mobility and adds to the transport system’s greater connection efficiency,
from a standpoint of searching and creating intermodal solutions, promoting healthy lifestyles and
playing a paramount role in facilitating Urban and Sustainable Mobility.
8.

FERROCARRIL METROPOLITA DE BARCELONA SA (TMB)

Ferrocarril Metropolità de Barcelona, S.A. (Spain) is the main urban rail operator and is integrated
under Transports Metropolitans de Barcelona (TMB) umbrella, which is the main public transport
managing company in the Barcelona metropolitan area. This leading position in the sector is based on
a strict fulfilment of its objectives, while remaining aware of the impact that urban transport has on
living in the city. The metro network is formed by 9 lines (4 of those 100% driverless) and the funicular
railway. It has 160 stations distributed along its 122 km. In year 2019, the metro network supplied
more than 412 million trips.
9.

FERROVIENORD S.p.A. (FN)

FERROVIENORD S.p.A. (Italy) manages a railway network of 331 km and 124 stations located in the
provinces of Milan, Varese, Como, Monza and Brianza, Novara and Brescia. Around 900 trains pass
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through these areas every day carrying around 200,000 passengers. At peak times, a train departs and
arrives everyone minute from Milano Cadorna station. FERROVIENORD is responsible for the ordinary
and extraordinary maintenance of the railway infrastructure, including work to upgrade the network
or to set up new facilities. It carries out a series of operations in accordance with the provisions of the
Service Agreement and Investment Plan Agreement, which are both approved by the Lombardy
Region:
• Renewal, enhancement, expansion and modernisation of the infrastructure and of technological
systems.
• Management and maintenance of railway and station infrastructure.
• Safe management of train circulation.
10. AZIENDA MOBILITA E TRASPORTI SPA (AMT)

AMT (Italy) is the mobility company owned by the “City of Genoa”. AMT is in charge of providing public
transport to Genoa, Liguria chief town. By a multi-modal transport system, counting over 130 million
transfers per year covering 27 million km, AMT suits the Genoese transport requirements best. The
multi-modal system is granted by different means of transport: buses, trolley buses, a subway,
funicular railways, a cog railway, a narrow-gauge railway, urban ferry-boats and on-call services.
Its mission is representing for the Metropolitan City and the Genoese:
•

A quality solution to sustainable mobility requirements.

•

An outstanding feature of Genoa attractiveness.

•

A strategic partner of the Civic Administration in the constant effort to ensure new solutions
for the local integrated mobility.

AMT represents a dynamic factor in the Genoese economical context. More than 2.000 people are
involved in what we call the “Città dei Mestieri” of AMT: they are all professionals who project,
organize and manage the public transport of the whole town every day. The Local Public Transport
sector, characterized by a high technology innovation trend, is more and more beckoning specialized
skills and competences. Actually, in the mentioned town “Smart City” development projects are
involving a range of stakeholders, among which mobility ones, with the common aim of facing future
challenges.
AMT is member of the National Observatory on cybersecurity topic that is focused on the cybersecurity
issues in production environment and in critical infrastructures. This group collects expertise and
experiences from the production field and the academic environment and one of its main objectives is
to create synergies between partners, share problems and solutions also enabling the creation of
research project Group. AMT is also member of SIIT district that collects several of the Ligurian
excellence in different fields, to encourage collaborations and research actions.
11. PRORAIL BV (PRORAIL)

ProRail is responsible for the railway network in the Netherlands (construction, maintenance,
management and safety). Employees ensure 1,300,000 travellers every day, 24/7 and 100,000 tons of
goods arrive at their destination, with 6,550 trains over 7,000 km of track and 400 railway stations.
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ProRail is working on the accessibility of the Netherlands by ensuring an optimal rail network. It
distributes the capacity on the track, arranges all train traffic, builds and manages stations, and builds
new track. It also maintains existing infrastructure such as rail, switches, signal and consider.
In order to embrace new technologies and be prepared for future challenges, ProRail focuses on three
ambitions: (i) ProRail connects to achieve more mobility, (ii) ProRail improves to ensure that mobility
is more reliable, and (iii) ProRail is more sustainable to improve the sustainability of the process.
12. CONSEIL REGIONAL PROVENCE ALPES COTE D'AZUR (REGSUD)

The “Région Sud Provence-Alpes-Côte-d’Azur” (France) is a local authority, located in South-Eastern
France. The Région SUD is entrusted with a mission of general interest towards its 5 millions
inhabitants, taking care of their well-being and equal chances in all its fields of competences. Région
SUD benefits from its rich and diverse environment (the Alps, the French Riviera, the landscapes of
Provence and Camargue) and promotes the quality of life such environment offers to both locals and
tourists.
The Region Sud Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur is endowed with powers and competences mainly
concerning regional planning, economic development, education, vocational training, European funds
management, and transport. It consequently manages regional passenger transport, through the
“ZOU” network, particularly rail transport (regional express train networks: TER) and road road
transport (Regional Express Lines: LER) with interurban buses and regional school buses, for instance.
The Région SUD also participates in financing railways infrastructures (such as multimodal hubs,
maintenance and improvement works of existing lines) – alongside operators (the national railway
society (SNCF).
Moreover, the regional council has developed strong policies to support the growth of innovative
companies by financing the development of their innovations and offering them access to new
markets. Innovation procurements have been identified as one of the tools to reach this objective.
Several R&D contracts have thus already been implemented by the Region with innovative companies,
aiming at sharing results and intellectual property on regional challenges such as energy data, AI, and
employment.
13. YPERASTIKO KTEL NOMOU IOANNINON ANONYMI METAFORIKI, TOURISTIKI KAI EMPORIKI ETAIREIA
DYTIKHS ELLADAS (KTEL)

KTEL Ioanninon, is a Public Intercity Transport Bus Service in the region of Ioannina, North-Western
Greece, which serves a remarkable number of passengers on a daily basis. It is responsible for the
transportation of travellers and goods at a local, regional, and international level. Its goal is to provide
direct, express, and high quality of service and transport passengers with safety. KTEL is located in the
city of Ioannina. The city of Ioannina is the largest city in Epirus and the capital of the Regional Unit of
Ioannina with a population of nearly 70,000 inhabitants. KTEL operates daily multiple routes to and
from the two (2) largest cities in Greece, Athens and Thessaloniki while it co-operates with other Greek
regions such as Region of Ilia, Chania, Heraklion, Pellas and Florina. It has one main station in Ioannina
and other three (3) in Athens, Thessaloniki and Konitsa. KTEL Ioanninon has a subsidiary company as a
travel agency “KTEL Travel S.I.” operating in its premises which and is responsible for the international
transports Greece-Albania and for student’s transportation in the city of Ioannina. Its bus fleet consists
of 148 buses. The annual number of travellers is 620.000 and on a daily basis a total number of 70
buses visit the station.
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2.4. The Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP)
This Open Market Consultation concerns a future Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP) of R&D services
to be performed at 100 % in the EU Member States or associated countries.
The PCP is a competitive procedure that will take place in phases (as described below).

Figure 1: PCP and PPI, according to the European Commission (2016) - Based on “Pre-commercial procurement:
driving innovation to ensure sustainable high quality public services in Europe”, COM(2007) 799 final

•

Phase 1. Solution design: During this Phase, the awarded R&D providers will be asked to describe
the solution providing the complete architecture and design of the solution and verifying the
technical, economic and organizational feasibility of their solution approach to address the PCP
challenge. Designs shall contain the “blueprints” of the proposed solution, as well as a detailed
illustration of all the components, algorithms and processes that each contractor will deliver to the
Group for evaluation and assessment. During and at the end of the Phase 1, the Public Buyers will
request from the contractors a series of deliverables in order to evaluate their progress and the
performed activities and obtained results. The expected duration of this Phase will be 5 months.

•

Phase 2. Prototype development: This Phase will focus on the creation of four prototype platforms
from four different sources. Qualified contractors will develop a first prototype based on the
design documents delivered in the previous phase and test their solutions in lab conditions (lab of
the R&D provider or procurers, as chosen).
Prototypes will be tested and verified to provide a measure of the technical performance of each
solution in a controlled environment. During and at the end of the Phase 2, the Public Buyers will
request from the contractors a series of deliverables in order to evaluate their progress and the
performed activities and obtained results. The expected duration of this Phase will be 9 months.

•

Phase 3. Operational Validation: It will validate the final solutions (at least two) in diverse
conditions, using the detailed scenarios and processes developed in the Verification and Validation
Strategy. All the prototypes and elements of systems issued from the previous phases of the action
will be documented and validated using a set of different four complementary operational field
trials (made available by the buyers) reflecting actual operations. The Phase 3 testing is foreseen
to take place in France, Spain, Portugal and Greece. General operational practices will be
identified, such as the type of operational frameworks, type of personnel and interaction with
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other actors. Those will be combined with tools used up to current and future needs to be taken
into account. During Phase 3, a feedback mechanism will be established between the Buyers
Groups and the selected contractors in order for the latter to receive requests for improvements
directly from the end users. The Public Buyers will request from the contractors an Integration
Report. Finally, a Field Acceptance Report related to the accomplishment that the two final
solutions which have been deployed and that the validation tests have been successfully
performed in a real operational environment will be requested. The expected duration of this
Phase will be 6 months.
After each phase, intermediate evaluations will be carried out to progressively select the best of the
competing solutions. The contractors with the best-value-for-money solutions will be offered a specific
contract for the next phase.
The selected operators will retain ownership of the Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) that they will
generate during the PCP and will be able to use them to exploit the full market potential of the
developed solutions.
Although PCP falls outside of the scope of the EU Directives, given the nature of the project, the
partners have chosen to carry out the PCP procedure under certain conditions within the scope of
Directive 2009/81/EC1, which applies to works, supply and service contracts in the fields of defence
and security.
The latter entails a duty of confidentiality that affect the various parties involved in the procedure. The
different scenarios and challenges prepared during PREVENT PCP contain EU-restricted information.
The reason for qualifying the scenarios as EU-restricted information is related to the sensitive nature
of the revealed organisational vulnerabilities and threats. This means that the applicable legal
procurement framework needs to offer the flexibility to restrict access to the full information on the
PCP challenge to selected candidates based on security clearances. A ground for the applicability of
Directive 2009/81 is the existence of classified information which the laws, regulations or
administrative provisions in force in the Member State concerned require, for security reasons, to be
protected from unauthorized access.
In order to ensure that sensitive information keeps confidential, the participants in the PCP will be
asked -if necessary - to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) in due time.

1

Directive 2009/81/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 on the
coordination of procedures for the award of certain works contracts, supply contracts and service
contracts by contracting authorities or entities in the fields of defence and security, and amending
Directives 2004/17/EC and 2004/18/EC (OJEU 20.08.2009 L 216/76).
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PREVENT PCP Budget per Phases
As a summary, the table below presents an overview of the details of each PCP Phase. These are purely
indicative and may be reassessed based on the feedback resulting from the market consultation.

Table 2: Budget breakdown by PCP phases

For payment purposes, technical committees will decide whether the results delivered by the R&D
providers are non-satisfactory, satisfactory, or whether R&D providers achieved successful
completion, after each phase.
The participation in Phase 3 will be limited to a minimum of 2 contractors and the foreseen budget is
45% of the total procurement budget. The exact maximum budget will be defined based on the market
consultation results.
If there is leftover budget from the previous phases, it may be transferred to the next phase. Therefore,
the total budget available for phases 2 and 3 may eventually be higher than stated. The PREVENT PCP
Group reserves the right to swift budgets, but it is not mandatory. The total value of the contracts
awarded can also be lower than initially expected.
Contracts implementation
During the implementation of PREVENT PCP, effective tools will be used in order to monitor
performance of the R&D suppliers and provide regular feedback during each phase. Each contractor
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will be assigned a main contact person (their supervisor) appointed by the procurers as the main point
of contact.
More specifically the monitoring process will be divided in 3 set of activities:
•

Pre-Monitoring: During pre-monitoring activities, a kick-off meeting will be scheduled at the
beginning of each PCP Phase and the selected contractors will be requested to present their
implementation schedule for the PCP Phase that they are entering in. During the same meeting,
the supervisor will present the framework for the review. The objective is to establish a close and
fruitful communication channel with the contractors, in order to ensure from the early beginning
of the action that the project is implemented according to the needs of the buyers.

•

Monitoring: Contract implementation will be monitored and reviewed against the expected
outcomes for each phase. The intensity of monitoring and communication between the Buyers
group and the contractors will increase from Phase 1 to Phase 3. Examples are regular contacts
with each R&D provider by teleconference means, face-to-face meetings or any other way that is
suitable; obligation for the R&D suppliers is to submit monthly reports in which they present
current status of the work and describe the progress made; on-site visits at R&D suppliers’
locations to check and discuss the status of the work and progress. Ad-hoc meetings and on-site
inspections in case the R&D development has halted or slowed down are also possible. All the
documentation generated by the contractors will be reviewed and the ideas and recommended
areas to pursue will be highlighted in post-review activities.

•

Post Monitoring: At the conclusion of the monitoring activities, the supervisor will provide written
feedback for each contractor at each PCP Phase. This feedback will generally provide overall
comments and remarks in the Supplier’s outcomes under review. Monitoring activities will be
continued after the PCP is completed. Specifically, it will be checked whether the R&D suppliers
are successfully commercializing the R&D results within the call-back period defined in the PCP
framework agreement. If that is not the case, Prevent PCP Group will either ask the R&D suppliers
to give licenses under Fair, Reasonable And Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) terms to other third
parties or will ask the transfer back to the Buyers Group the ownership of results. Other contractual
obligations of R&D suppliers that span beyond the end of the PCP will be also closely followed-up,
such as providing information or support to the Public Buyers’ Group (PBG) in connection with the
PCP solution, contribution to standardization, obligations regarding publication of information
about the contract, auditing/keeping data records obligations, etc.

2.5. GDPR requirements
To ensure compliance with contemporary data protection legislation within the PREVENT PCP Project,
the General principles relating to processing of personal data must be observed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lawfulness, fairness and transparency;
purpose limitation;
data minimisation;
accuracy;
storage limitations;
integrity and confidentiality;
accountability.

Regarding the use of cameras and CCTV in public places, it should be taken into account that:
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

the legal basis for the use of cameras and CCTV in public places and the resulting data
processing is Article 6.1.c) or e) GDPR;
only public authorities should be permitted to film public places;
it is necessary to give the data subject the information provided for in Article 13 GDPR, also in
a simplified form through the installation of appropriate and clearly visible signs informing that
you are in a video-surveillance establishment (e.g. the details of the purposes of processing,
the identity of controller and the existence of the rights of the data subject, together with
information on the greatest impacts of the processing, the legitimate interests pursued by the
controller or by a third party and contact details of the DPO). It also has to refer to the more
detailed second layer of information and where and how to find it. In addition, the sign should
also contain any information that could surprise the data subject (that could for example be
transmissions to third parties, particularly if they are located outside the EU, and the storage
period: if this information is not indicated, the data subject should be able to trust that there
is solely a live monitoring, without any data recording or transmission to third parties); o it is
important to take the technical and organizational measures indicated by EDPB;
in general, the EDPB states that the longer the storage period is set at national level (especially
when beyond 72 hours), the more argumentation for the legitimacy of the purpose and the
necessity of storage has to be provided in conformity to the principle of accountability. In
Greece, the image storage limit should be equal to 15 days, without prejudice to more specific
provisions. In France, images cannot be stored for more than one month. Likewise, in Spain,
the images can be kept for a maximum period of one month after their capture, after which
they will be deleted, except when they were to be kept to prove the commission of acts that
violate the integrity of persons, goods or facilities: in this case, the images must be made
available to the competent authority within a maximum period of seventy-two hours after the
existence of the recording was known. In Poland, there is not binding regulation.
the police should not record video with private devices;
the installation of the video-surveillance system may require the submission of particular
formal authorities to be requested (e.g. France);
a Data Protection Impact Assessment (Articles 35 GDPR and 27 Police Directive) should be
conducted before processing of personal data;
with regards to custody and preservation of recordings, the person responsible for the video
surveillance of each police station or police unit must guarantee the custody of the stored
recordings, without making any copies or carrying out any type of manipulation;

Regarding the use of biometric data (in particular, facial recognition):
•
•

•
•

the legal basis for the data processing can be Article 9.2.c), e) and g) GDPR;
in general, the processing of biometric data should be permitted when it is strictly necessary
for reasons of essential public interest, necessary to PREVENT PCP a significant threat to
national security or public security, necessary for humanitarian measures to be taken, and in
such cases the interest in the processing is greater than the interest of the data subject;
a Data Protection Impact Assessment (Articles 35 GDPR and 27 Police Directive) should be
made before processing biometric data (in particular, facial recognition), considering that
through it the data controller can express its accountability;
it may be necessary to take appropriate technical and organisational measures, appointment
of DPO, commitment to confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of processing
systems, pseudonymization and encryption.

Regarding the processing which is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest:
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•
•

•

such processing can only be considered lawful in the fulfilment of a mission carried out in the
public interest or in the exercise of public powers conferred on the person responsible when
derived from a competence attributed by a rule with the rank of law;
it may be necessary to fulfil procedural requirements (such as in France, where an order of the
competent Minister or Ministers shall authorize, after a reasoned and published opinion of the
CNIL, the processing of personal data carried out on behalf of the State and whose purpose is
the prevention, investigation, or proof of criminal offences, the prosecution of offenders or
the execution of criminal sentences or security measures);
it may be necessary to take measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and interests of
data subjects (e.g. technical and organizational measures which safeguard that processing is
compliant with GDPR; measures to safeguard that verification and determination of whether
and by whom data have been inserted, modified or removed is possible; measures to
strengthen personnel’s awareness; access restrictions by data controllers and data processors;
data pseudonymization; data encryption; measures to safeguard the ability, confidentiality,
integrity, availability and resilience of data processing systems and services including
availability’s and access’s rapid recovery in case of natural or technical incident; procedures
for the periodical testing, assessment and evaluation of the technical and organizational
measures’ efficiency for processing safety’s purposes; specific regulations which safeguard
present law’s compliance with GDPR, in case of data transfer or processing for other purposes;
appointment of DPO).

Regarding the processing which is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of
another natural person:
•

the processing is lawful in cases where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of
giving consent (e.g. man-made disasters).

Regarding the objectives of processing, the personal data to be processed and the purposes of
processing under Article 8 of the Police Directive:
•

•
•
•

•

the purposes of the processing are: prevention, investigation, detection, prosecution or
enforcement of criminal offences, including the protection against and prevention of
threats to public security, by any competent public authority or any other body or entity
entrusted with the exercise of public authority and prerogatives of public authority for the
same purposes;
if the processing is carried out on behalf of the State for at least one of the aforementioned
purposes, it is provided for by a legislative or regulatory provision;
a Data Protection Impact Assessment (Articles 35 GDPR and 27 Police Directive) should be
conducted before processing of personal data;
data controller must take measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and interests of
data subjects taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing
as well as the risk of violation of the rights or freedoms of natural persons and different
probabilities and gravity of the threat;
processing of particular categories of data shall be allowed only in cases of absolute
necessity, subject to appropriate safeguards for the rights and freedoms of the data
subject, and only:
o where authorised by Union or Member State law;
o to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another natural person; or
where such processing relates to data which are manifestly made public by the
data subject.
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Regarding the processing for any of the purposes set out in Article 1.1 of the Police Directive other
than that for which the personal data are collected:
•

processing is lawful by the application of a law and, in any case, the principles of necessity and
proportionality of processing must be respected.

The time limits for the erasure of personal data or for a periodic review of the need for the storage of
personal data and the procedural measures that ensure that those time limits are observed under
Article 5 of the Police Directive:
•
•

personal data shall not be kept longer than necessary and appropriate time limits should
therefore be set, taking into account the purposes and the nature or seriousness of the
infringements in question;
if there is not any longer time limit in any other law, data controller should erase personal data
without any delay.

2.6. Technical requirements
The main technical requirements and challenges are based on the following points:
•

•
•

•
•
•

The solution to develop contains the following features:
o The accurate detection of unattended items, through:
§ Object classification: the list of items to detect will be defined in the tender
and the solution will have to be trained to detect them
§ Object/people association: the precise association between these objects and
the owners will be very important
§ Object/people interaction: some specific situations will be defined as to be
detected
o The tracking of the owner through the existing CCTV system, with and without using
biometric data
The CCTV data sets for the learning phase: extraction of data may not be available in certain
countries due to data confidentiality
The use of heterogenous CCTV infrastructures from the different Public Transport Operator
such as type of cameras, number of cameras, cameras definition, video streams quality,
coverage, field of view: the performance may vary depending on the cameras selected and
locations of the pilot
The interconnection between different internal systems as well as between different external
systems: an involved actor in the pilot may have multiple systems and may connect to other
external systems throughout the processes
The data transfer across multiple actors which will need to meet the GDPR requirements, for
example during the tracking of the owner(s) crossing multiple partners’ zones
The integration and interoperability of the solution in standard crisis management systems
and video management system (VMS)

The use of non-biometric data to track the owner(s) of the unattended item
Regarding IT security, CCTV infrastructures are highly secured and video streams contains a lot of
personal data. Thus, several requirements will be defined in the first step of the project to be compliant
with common IT security rules of the project partners.
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2.7. Candidate technologies
In the PREVENT CSA, a detailed benchmark has been made with regards to the gaps addressed
in PREVENT security. For each gap, a list of existing technologies has been made. Here are
the scenarios (left column) and the gaps related to the scenarios that have been identified to
deliver the benchmark:

Figure 2: Scenarios and gaps matrix

The gaps were divided into four groups:
1. The detection part focuses on technologies that allow the detection of a potential threat
in a PTO environment: left luggage detection, weapons detection, explosive material
detection etc. They are in the scope of this benchmark.
2. The tracking part focuses on technologies that allow the tracking of a person
responsible for a threat or an attack that has occurred. They are in the scope of this
benchmark.
3. The protection part focuses on technologies that allow a protection of strategic places
in PTO areas. They are in the scope of this benchmark.
4. The collaboration part focuses on technologies that allow a better collaboration
between PTOs and LEAs. This collaboration is not directly linked to technologies but
to processes. This is the reason why the related gaps have not been deepened in the
scope of this benchmark.
In order to conduct a deeper analysis of innovative and relevant technologies in the perspective
of a PCP, an initial selection of 10 technologies have been made from the benchmark. These
technologies have been chosen with regards to the feedbacks of the partners and the User
Observatory Group members. This selection of ten technologies have enabled a deeper
analysis for each of them through the results of the initial state of the art of COTS technologies,
related suppliers, patents and IPRs.
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Here is the list of the ten technologies that were identified as likely to address the process and
solutions gaps:

On the basis of the SOTA report, as well as of additional analyses performed in the PREVENT CSA, the
number and type of potential technologies were substantially reduced. In this regard, the State-of-theart (SOTA) analysis of the PREVENT PCP was performed in relation to the following technologies:
A. Object classification and detection: capability to distinguish various objects (luggage,
handbag, animal, person, etc.) and locate them in the image:
Object classification and detection is a fundamental step in automatic video-surveillance or video
analytics. It allows improved tracking and a more accurate description of events allowing to distinguish
between different objects in an image (human being, animal, luggage, vehicle, etc.). However, as realworld applications need a real-time, flexible, easy and quick to configure solution, the design of a
practical object classification algorithm becomes a challenge
B. Association of an item to a person or a group: capability to associate an item to his / its
owner(s):
Association solutions will allow to link an object, such as a piece of luggage for example with its owner
or even in some cases its group of owners. This technological unit is extremely important in the use
case treated by PREVENT PCP, namely the detection of an unattended item baggage and the tracking
of the owner. This association can, in some cases, be very complex with several subtleties (one owner,
several owners, transfer of ownership of the object from one person to another, occlusion of the scene,
etc.).
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C. Person re-identification and tracking:
a. Facial recognition (biometric data);
b. Body recognition (non-biometric data);
Recent terrorist attacks have, in many cases, underscored the ease with which individuals have been
able to travel undetected. In recent years, several of these attacks have taken place in train stations or
on public transport. In this context, several tracking solutions using biometric data (face, posture, size,
etc.) and non-biometric data (clothing, accessories, etc.) have been developed. The goal is to help
video operators to quickly locate a person in time and space. Indeed, the solution must be able to
facilitate the search (deferred streams) or track in real time people of interest by relying on the use of
biometric or non-biometric data. The challenges of such a solution are to improve the security of
people and to limit traffic disruption.
D. Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect unattended items:
Some statistics have shown that 99% of surveillance video being generated and recorded is never
watched by anyone and produces no value whatsoever. This is because there is simply too much data
to humanly process. This results in missed detections of abnormal events that could be happening in
scene. Current methods have tried to automate this by using rule-based approaches in video analytics
(See 1) Object classification and detection). Other technologies use an unsupervised Machine Learning
technique that is able to analyse vast amounts of surveillance video autonomously which does not
require users to pre-define the rules for event detection. It is able to automatically identify patterns
(i.e. motion, trajectories) in a scene and find deviations and abnormalities to warn of potential security
and safety threats.
The outcome of this analysis is the basis for:
•
•

The questions for the Open Market Consultation, requesting responses from potential firms
about how they would incorporate a particular IPR or meet certain standards, for example.
The drafting of the tender documentation (technical specifications and award criteria). One
defining feature of the IPR analysis is the provision of information which is independent of
industry bias (e.g., identified through research and not self-reported), which reduces the
knowledge asymmetry between contracting authorities and the market in these subsequent
procurement (planning) stages.

3. IPR Search Result
This section presents the result of the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) search. In particular, this search
focused on patents, standards and literature of the technologies that were identified during the
PREVENT CSA.
In this framework, three technologies were explored, as resulted from the PREVENT CSA: “facial
recognition”, “body recognition”, and “CCTV – Detection of configured/non-configured
abnormalities”.
Across the search, facial recognition technologies appear to be the most mature. Not only the search
found a considerable number of patents, but from a first review, it seems that many solutions
employing these technologies are widely available for various civilian domains. Further investigation
was performed to assess the validity of these technologies in the context of the PREVENT PCP.
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For what concerns body recognition, the situation is more uncertain. On the one hand, we register a
spike in the patenting activity from 2017, as well as the connections of patents active in the security
domains which can meet the PTOs needs. On the other hand, we also register a relative high number
of patents, as well as a research effort that started to fade in the recent years. These latter elements
also coincide with the academic research involving face recognition technologies.
Probably, the most interesting results lie in the last search about “
CCTV
–
Detection
of
configured/non-configured abnormalities”. Although this search was pretty circumscribed, it revealed
the existence of solutions which can detect changes in video, even for the case of abandoned luggage.
It still uncertain whether these solutions will be able to link – for example – the abandoned luggage to
the owner of the item, and thus, closely capture the challenge of the PREVENT CSA.
From a geographical perspective, China is much more active in the academic field rather than in the
patenting activity. This may depend on the security or military applications of these technologies which
may prevent public disclosure. The most important party remains the US, whose patenting activity is
undisputed, while Europe remains a laggard with few exceptions. This geographical assessment may
reveal that around these technologies there could be a higher regional TRL in North America, and a
lower in Europe.
Finally, it is worth noting that while patents related in general to biometric data already existed, we
register a very recent effort in the last few years in the release of standards related to the detection of
individuals and objects. These standards not only could be taken as a reference for the challenge, but
they also reveal the existence of a current and running demand for standardization in these fields.

4. COTS analysis
This section presents the updated COTS, which focuses on the following four technologies:
1. Object classification and detection: capability to distinguish various objects (luggage, handbag,
animal, person, etc.) and locate them in the image;
2. Association of an item to a person or a group: capability to associate an item to his / its
owner(s);
3. Person re-identification and tracking:
a. Facial recognition (biometric data);
b. Body recognition (non-biometric data);
4. Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect unattended items.
Since they are the most likely to meet the requirements of the PREVENT PCP challenge, namely the
detection of unattended items and the tracking of the owner.
Based on the COTS analysis matrix, we notice that 73% of solutions are able to process data and make
analytics in real-time. However, on the other hand, only 5,80% of market solutions are able to deliver
results based non-biometric data processing. The following table and graph show the actual situation
for analysed COTS:
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Object classification

Abandoned object
detection

Linking person to object
(abandoned)

Tracking of people (using
biometrics)

Tracking of people (using
non biometrics)

Changing conditions

Designed for PTO/Tested
in PTOs environment

Crowded area

Use of non-biometric
data

High volume data
processing

Real time analytics

% of COTS
COVERING
PREVENT PCP
73,91% 39,13% 5,80% 31,88% 5,80% 26,09% 5,80% 17,39% 13,04% 15,94% 23,19%
REQUIREMENTS /
FUNCTIONALITIES
Table 3: % of COTS covering PREVENT PCP requirements/functionalities

Figure 3: % of COTS covering PREVENT PCP requirements/functionalities

As far as the coverage of PREVENT PCP requirements/functionalities by an existing solution of provider,
we notice that 55,07% of analysed COTS cover only up to two requirements, while NO solution covers
all the identified macro requirements as shown in figure below:
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Figure 4: Breakdown of cots based on requirements/functionalities coverage

High volume data
processing

Use of non-biometric
data

Crowded area

Designed for
PTO/Tested in PTOs
environment

Changing conditions

Tracking of people
(using non biometrics)

Tracking of people
(using biometrics)

Linking person to object
(abandoned)

Abandoned object
detection

Object classification

Object classification and
detection

Real time analytics

The same trend applies also at COTS categorisation level, where specific solution providers are very
specialized only in one or few PREVENT PCP required functionalities as shown in table:
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1

8

2
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1

3
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83,33 41,67
33,33
20,83
12,50
29,17 50,00
4,17%
8,33%
4,17%
0,00%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

10
3
1
3
0
1
2
1
9
3
3
Association of an item to a
100,00 30,00 10,00 30,00
10,00 20,00 10,00 90,00 30,00 30,00
person or a group
0,00%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
16
11
1
8
2
11
0
6
0
0
0
57,14 39,29
28,57
39,29
21,43
3,57%
7,14%
0,00%
0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
%
%
%
%
%
5
3
1
3
0
1
1
2
0
1
1
Body recognising
83,33 50,00 16,67 50,00
16,67 16,67 33,33
16,67 16,67
0,00%
0,00%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
Table 4: COTS categorisation against PREVENT PCP required functionalities
Face recognition
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The results featured above can lead to the conclusion that no solution tackles all the needs of PREVENT
PCP, leaving technological gaps. None of the analysed solutions available in the market tackle all the
key functionalities. Therefore, there is a clear need to develop new and/or improved functionalities
through R&D services. This cannot be solely achieved by integration of existing components..
Therefore, there is a clear room for innovation and grounds to start a PCP. This entails R&D efforts
required to reach the functional requirements of Public Transport Operators to obtain -through a PCPsolutions that achieve and enhance security situational awareness through:
i)
ii)
iii)

Timely automatic detection of potentially dangerous unattended items in Public Transport
Infrastructure and in public areas in the vicinity;
Identification and tracking of perpetrators; and
Advanced crisis management system.
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5. Questionnaire
This survey is part of the Open Market Consultation of PREVENT PCP. It should provide Prevent Group
feedback from the market about the main challenges of the project. The market consultation
document related to this questionnaire, can be found on the project’s website (www.prevent-pcp.eu).
This survey consists of several questions and should take around 30 to 45 minutes to complete.
Respondents are invited to answer all the questions in this survey (one survey per company). The
results will be considered when drafting the PREVENT PCP call for tender to design, prototype test and
evaluate a security solution.
All information provided during the Open Market Consultation and other background information will
be anonymized, summarized and published online in English on the project website.
Please note that taking part in this survey is not a prerequisite for the participation in PREVENT PCP
call for tenders and does not give any advantage to any supplier. Although, the Open Market
Consultation shall provide PREVENT PCP Group key information in order to shape the call for tenders
adequately. Therefore, expressing your views on the project can only be useful, including for your
organization. Only answers in English will be considered.
Respondents will be able to book a bilateral meeting, once their questionnaire is completed. Meeting
will be held in English only. Booking of available spots will take place on a first come first served basis
and will be organised from January 20th to February 10th, for a duration à 30 minutes. If needed,
bilateral meetings will be organised in a harmonized way in order to ensure transparency and equal
treatment: no additional information would be disclosed. The sole purpose of those meetings is to
allow respondents to ask questions while protecting business confidentiality.
Your personal data will be collected, processed, stored and used by PREVENT PCP Group only for the
implementation of the PREVENT PCP project. Personal data will be treated as strictly confidential
according to the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation 2016/679 of the European
Parliament and of the Council). You may exercise your right to access to personal data and the right
to rectify such data by applying to (contact@prevent-pcp.eu).

PART 1. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR ORGANIZATION
1. Please provide the following information about your organization:
Company……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Creation date………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Country…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Number of employees………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Annual income/public revenue…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Contact name and email address …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Website ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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2. Please select the type of company that describes your organization:
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Public authority, public entity or public equivalent body
Micro enterprise/SME
Large company
Academia / Research institute
Private research institute
Not-for-profit organization
Start up / spin off
Other (please specify)
3. Please specify your organization’s main activity (Developer, manufacturer, supplier, designer,
transport operator, other (please specify)):
4. Describe the purpose of your company and, if applicable, the field(s) of R&D you are involved
in (max 250 words):
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

□
□
□
□
□
□

5. Your presence on the market is:
Local
Regional
National
European
International
Not applicable

6. Do you or your organization consider security and the related technologies as a core part of
your work?
□ Yes, it is a core part of our work
□ No, it is not a core part of our work but we are interested in understanding innovation
procurements ( both PCPs and PPIs)
□ No, it is not a core part of our work but we are interested in the potential technologies developed
7. Do you have relevant experience in researching, developing, buying or selling technologies
related to transport security or anti-terrorist security? Please respond to the question by
mentioning the average years of experience your company has in the corresponding boxes.
Activity Research Development Acquisition/Procurement
Technology
Imaging systems
Thermal imaging
technologies

Sales

No experience
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Image and video
analytics
Pattern
recognition
algorithm
Tracking (please
precise the
technology)
Metal detector
In addition, do you have relevant experience in any of those relevant fields. Please respond to the
question by mentioning the average years of experience your company has in the corresponding
boxes.
Activity Research Development Acquisition/Procurement

Field
Public transport
Safety solutions
IA applied to
video analytics
Software design
Items detections

Sales

No experience

8. Are you qualified in relevant research and development areas which are not listed in the
previous question?
If so, please list them and mention the years of experience your company has:
1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
9. Do you have any background in crisis management in transport infrastructure with ICTrelated technologies (e.g. panic movement, suspect tracking, weapon detection, unattended
items detection, etc.)?
□ Yes (Please precise your activities linked to crisis management: ………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….)
□ No
□ No, but my organization researches or has an interest in technology applicable which meet this
need (please, give examples and mention the average years of experience:………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..)
10. Do you intend to attend the Open Market Consultation event to be held in Marseille on
January 19th and 20th?
□ Yes, on site
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□
□
□
□

Yes, online
No
Uncertain
Not applicable
11. Do you intend to attend the informational webinars to be held in January?

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

in English on January 10th
in French on January 12th
in Polish on January 13th
in Portuguese on January 14th
in Spanish on January 25th
in Dutch on January 26th
in Greek on January 27th
in Italian on January 28th
Not applicable

PART 2. ETHICS & PRIVACY
The PREVENT PCP goal is to develop an innovative solution in security technology which will be able
to answer to the common needs of a large economic market. Such innovative solution has to be fully
compatible with the different GDPR legislations (General Data Protection Regulation), depending on
the country. To do so, we must guaranty the interoperability of the technological solution by
respecting European and international legislations in one hand and image rights and the right to
privacy in each country on the other hand.
12. Does your technology take into account the different GDPR legislations?
□ Yes
□ No, but our technology can implement adaptations to such regulatory differences
□ No
13. How will you overcome the national differences regarding GDPR legislation considering
PREVENT PCP’s main objectives? (max 200 words)
......................................................................................................................................
14. Does your technology use biometric data processing?
□ Yes
□ No
□ It is depending on the technology (please precise the features that need biometric data
processing: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………)

PART 3. STATE OF THE ART
The project’s ambition is to deliver an operational system able to enhance and ease
security operators’ intervention in terms of abandoned items and individuals tracking. The
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solution’s effectiveness shall be based on its interoperability with existing surveillance
means and command systems.
The aimed technology should be able to:
- Detect and classify items in a video stream
- Associate items to its owner(s)
- Detect when an item is separated from its owner(s)
- Automatically search the owner on all the CCTV cameras of a specified perimeter
In order to guaranty the level of innovation of the PREVENT PCP project, we need to
identify the technologies available on the market which could answer to our needs at
three main levels, i.e. abandoned luggage identification, individuals tracking system and
crisis management system.
15. What are the gaps and/or weaknesses to be outreached in order to address PREVENT PCP’s
needs, i.e. to address the aforementioned 4 features altogether? (max 250 words)
16. Is your company already able to provide solutions answering to one or several of the 4 main
features described above?
□ No
□ Yes (Please precise which features are available and the level of performance reached:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
17. Does the technology you develop and provide usually answers to the interoperability need
with existing and standard VMS or supervision tools? Please, if possible, provide some
instances of implementation (especially which VMS and what type of integration - full or
partial)? (max 250 words)
18. Given the needs of PREVENT-PCP on augmenting the security in public transport through the
development of innovative solutions, the novel technologies should endow Public Transport
Operators (PTOs) with solutions enhancing security situational awareness through:
• Timely automatic detection of potentially dangerous unattended items in Public
Transport Infrastructure and in public areas in the vicinity;
• Identification and tracking of perpetrators; and
• Advanced crisis management system.
Do you think that there is enough room for R&D (TRL 3-7) in this field?
□ Yes
□ No
□ I do not know
Please elaborate:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

19. According to you, at which TRL are the solutions available in the market to target the
functionalities required:
Function

Technology Readiness
Level (TRL 1 - 9)
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1. Object classification and detection
2. Person re-identification and tracking
3. Association of an item to a person or a group:
3.1. Facial recognition (biometric data)
3.2. Body recognition (non-biometric data)
4. Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect
unattended items

20. Do you agree with the conclusions of the state-of-the-art (SOTA) analysis performed
by PREVENT-PCP?

□ Yes
□ No
□ I do not know
Please elaborate:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

PART 4. SET-UP AND CONDITIONS OF THE PREVENT- PCP
PREVENT PCP will cover 3 phases of R&D for selected companies/consortia :
- Phase 1/Solution design (expected duration : 5 months)
- Phase 2/Prototype development (expected duration : 9 months)
- Phase 3/Operational validation (expected duration : 6 months)

21. Would you fit within this methodology of phases and their respective duration?
□ Yes
□ No (if no, what would you recommend?)
□ I do not know
Please elaborate:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
22. From a financial perspective, how would you evaluate the investment required to deliver the
expected innovation? (in €)
Main cost items
Purchase cost
Project
management
R&D activities
Material
expenses
Test and pilots

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Total
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Training
License
Human
ressources
Other cost item
(please specify) :
Other cost item
(please specify) :

23. From a human resources perspective, how would the number of hours required to deliver
the expected innovation? (in hours)

24. Do you agree with the PREVENT-PCP setup that requests that 100% of R&D services
should be performed 100% in the EU Member States or associated countries?

□ Yes
□ No
□ I do not know
Please elaborate:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

PART 5. THE FUTURE OF THE PROJECT
25. What features/technologies do you think should be included in the PREVENT PCP solution? If
you think some components are more essential than others, we kindly ask you to specify it.
(Please list a maximum of 5 solutions in decreasing order of importance)
1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
26. According to you, what are the essential conditions for the PREVENT PCP technology to be
economically successful on the market? (Please list a maximum of 3 conditions in decreasing
order of importance)
1………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

27. What concerns do you have about PREVENT PCP project? Please select and elaborate.
Infrastructural limitations
Business model
Cooperation
Timing
Legal constraints (GDPR legislation and data protection)
Available funding
Intellectual Property Rights
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□ Acceptance by the general public
□ Other (please specify) : ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
28. Based on your experience, what are the potential market risks that could jeopardize the
return on investment and business goals of suppliers? (max 250 words)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

29. Which criteria do you consider will be relevant to evaluate the PREVENT PCP solutions?
Interoperability
Price
Feasibility to deliver requested results under foreseen duration
Performance
Innovation degree
Commercialization Plan
Acceptance by the general public
Other (please specify) : ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
30. Which are the most suitable validation procedures for the procurement, in order to be
checked whether the objectives of the call are achieved by market/industry?

31. According to you, does the PREVENT PCP challenge foster breakthrough innovation?
□ Yes
□ No, explain in which circumstances hinder innovation
32. Are there other research areas should we invest in and other technical solution we should
integrate in order to address PREVENT PCP’s needs? (priority order)
1…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

PART 6 - COOPERATION
33. Have you ever collaborated with other companies to carry out a R&D project?
□ Yes,
□ No,
If no, are you reluctant about this and why? …………………………………………………………………………………..
34. If you were to join a consortium in order to answer PREVENT PCP ‘s call for tenders, which
concerns would you have regarding Intellectual Property Rights and protection of industrial
and commercial secrets? (max 200 words)
35. If you were to join a consortium in order to answer PREVENT PCP ‘s call for tenders, which
concerns would have regarding potential legal and commercial threats or risks your solution
could face? (max 200 words)
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36. Are you willing to collaborate with other organization(s)/ company(ies)/consortium(a) in
order to submit a tender?
□ Yes, specify the sector
□ No
37. If so, does the PREVENT PCP Group have your permission to share the data of your
organization and your contact details (name, last name and e-mail) with other organizations
in a match-making perspective only?
□ Yes
□ No
38. At this stage, is your organization/ company/ consortium interested in taking part in the
PREVENT PCP innovation challenge?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Uncertain. Please mention your areas of concern and/or the reasons for your
uncertainty……………………………………………………………………….
□ Not applicable

PART 7. VENTURE CAPITAL
The PREVENT PCP Group is currently assessing the possibility of involving Venture
Capital funds (and similar investors) in order to support the companies that will be
competing in the Pre-Commercial Procurement.
In this regard, the following questions aim to identify the potential needs of support by
the companies interested in competing in the PCP. The result of this part of the
questionnaire will be used to improve the current networking and communication
activities of the PREVENT PCP Group with Venture Capital funds and similar investors.
39. Would you need any external support from Venture Capital funds (or similar) during the PCP
in order to develop the solution, or after the PCP in order to commercialize the solutions?
(a) During the PCP to develop the solution

Yes/No

(b) After the PCP to commercialize the solution

Yes/No

40. If you need support during the PCP, in which areas would you need support from these
investors for the development of the solution? (multiple answers are possible)
(a) Funding

Yes/No

(b) Experts

Yes/No

(c) Networking

Yes/No
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(d) Management

Yes/No

(e) Installation/Implementation
capabilities

Yes/No

41. If you need support after the PCP, in which areas would you need support from these
investors for the deployment of the solution? (multiple answers are possible)
(f) Funding

Yes/No

(g) Experts

Yes/No

(h) Networking

Yes/No

(i) Management

Yes/No

(j) Installation/Implementation
capabilities

Yes/No

42. Has your company ever received external investments by Venture Capital funds or similar
investors?
□ Yes
□ No
Please elaborate:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
43. Are you already backed up by Venture Capital funds?
□ Yes
□ No
Please elaborate:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
44. Would the possibility of receiving funds/support from Venture Capital funds give you an
additional incentive to participate in PREVENT-PCP?
□ Yes
□ No
Please elaborate:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

PART 8. OPEN MARKET CONSULTATION EVENTS
The Open Market Consultation (OMC) is series of events organized by the PREVENT PCP Public
Buyers’ Group to obtain an in-depth knowledge of the market structure, its players as well as of the
technical and feasibility aspects of the procurement to design and implement an efficient
procurement procedure.
The activities organized within the OMC also constitute a unique opportunity for networking and
cross-disciplinary collaboration between companies and research institutions.
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□
□
□
□
□

45. If you attend the Open Market Consultation event, are you interested in:
Participating a focus group or workshop
Joining the networking opportunities during this event
Attending as a spectator
Following the workshops online
Not applicable
46. Are there any other thoughts or questions you would like to share with the PREVENT PCP
Group? (max 250 words)
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Annex 1: IPR results
This annex presents the results obtained for each of the three relevant technologies
for the PREVENT PCP, focusing the analysis on the patents and literature. The analysis
of the standards has been performed in a dedicated paragraph. For each technology,
the number of patents, the top 10 applicants, and the geographical location, have
been identified, among other important analytics
The most relevant documents were identified on the basis of their degree of technical
relevance following the indicators of the IPlytics platform: Technical Relevance
(forward citations), Radicalness (backwards citations) and Legal Relevance
(determined through the jurisdiction over which the patents receive protection, based
on the patent office, and the Market Coverage indicator).

1. Facial recognition
Facial recognition solutions allow to automatically recognise people due to their facial
features on a CCTV flow or on a dedicated system. It is a way to authenticate and to
identify a person. Facial recognition could be used to detect someone in a crowd in
real time or on a later stage. It can also be used to check the identity of people.

Patents
The previous report identified more than 1700 patents related to facial recognition.
This number resulted from the steady increase of patent applications from 2009 in
different domains, especially involving civil applications.
Although in this endeavour we tried to narrow down the scope of the search, as well
as exerting a particular effort in uncovering and setting-aside potential outliers
(mainly in the following industries: “advertisement”, “health” and “photography”), the
search produced a similar outcome. Once again, more than 1700 patents were
discovered.
The majority of patents relate to civilian application, while a consistent number of
technologies show an explicit reference to security purposes. Although keeping the
former patents would inflate the outcome of the search, these are nevertheless
necessary to understand the innovation landscape of this technology, as well as to
make educated guesses on its maturity.
Overall, there are some pieces of evidence that would suggest a specific maturity of
this technology:
a) The considerable number of patents. In fact, even following a revision of the
keywords, the number of patents is almost the same as the one resulted in the
PREVENT CSA’s IPR search.
b) One of the main outliers in this search related to patents focusing on the
recognition of faces for the access or identification to mobile or computer
system devices.
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c) Substantial share of patents related to the access to and control of people in
premises or venues.
d) Consistent number of technologies which do not simply identify faces, but go
further allowing to track emotions of people from facial recognition.
An interesting example are the patents registered by the entertainment company “15
seconds of fame”, which uses facial recognition to track down people presence in live
events from photos. Although these patents were excluded, it is still worthwhile
noticing that these types of technologies are being employed in mobile applications
accessible for the wider public.
Even though these flags may indicate a higher TRL level, an in-depth analysis is needed
to understand whether:
(1) The available security applications match or partially match the needs of the
Partners.
(2) The relevant civilian applications could also be easily translatable in the
security domain. In fact, solutions related to – for example – the close front
caption of individuals’ faces from a device, concern a complete different setting
compared to a metro or a train station, considering the number of individuals
and the different capturing conditions.
Finally, it is also worth noting the presence of a consistent number of technologies
devoted to recognizing attempts of occluding recognitions or detecting spoofing in
face recognition systems.
As mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph, the search reveals that this filed is
mostly dominated by the ICT/software industry active in the civilian domain and using
solutions related to facial recognition technologies. Particularly, the table below
highlights that heavy presence of the usual suspects in this domain: Samsung, Google,
IBM, Intel and Microsoft, among other well-known names.
Current Assignee

Patent
Document
Count

Count
(Family)

Family
Share

Market Coverage
(MC)

Technical
Relevance
(TR)

Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.
Google Inc.
Intel Corporation
NEC Corporation
Tessera Technologies
Ireland Limited
Tencent Technology
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Microsoft Technology
Licensing Llc
International Business
Machines Corporation
Apple Inc.
QUALCOMM Incorporated

83
64
68
58

56
18
32
25

5.62%
1.81%
3.21%
2.51%

1,179018
1,926656
1,591424
2,690782

0,675124
0,763309
0,480395
0,837369

45

11

1.10%

5,155815

10,83757

40

24

2.41%

2,125572

0,536096

40

22

2.21%

1,502713

0,991817

29
32
31

16
21
10

1.61%
2.11%
1.00%

1,649926
1,308529
1,36508

0,501177
1,045147
0,751555

Table 5: Facial recognition - top 10 patent applicants
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The table above also shows that the patent applicants in this field are quite dispersed.
The first major applicant patented only about 3% of the total. This could suggest that
in this sector, despite the wide application in many civilian domains (e.g.,
entertainment, smartphones etc.), the room for innovation could be still potentially
consistent.
This is also confirmed by the next figure, which reveals the industry trends in the
selected timeframe. It shows the steady growth of patent filing in this field, which
almost doubled of the last 10 years. In fact, only less of half of the patent filed were
actually granted. Still, it remains unclear whether the slowdown of applications in the
last two years will continue also in 2021. If this was the case, this would reinforce the
previous argument (that there is room for innovation) concerning the maturity of the
technology.

Figure 5: Facial recognition industry trend (2010-2020)

Additionally, it is also worthwhile looking at the geographical distribution of patenting
in this field. In the previous IPR search, we underlined a certain polarization of
innovation between the US and China. From this new endeavour, in which we managed
to circumscribe more narrowing the patents according to the scope of this project,
this polarization seems to disappear, in favour of an undisputed dominance by US’s
R&D, followed by other western countries. Among other top applicant countries, India,
appears to be the strongest innovator, with innovation mainly originated from the
academia.
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Figure 6: Face recognition's patenting geography (2010-2020)

Finally, many patents were registered in Europe (12%) and worldwide (21%) which
suggest that a higher protection was required for these innovations. As exemplified
in the methodological note, often national protection is not sufficient to avoid IPRs
infringement and a wider protection is required by applying at the EPO and the WPO.

Literature
In the paragraph related to the patents, we highlighted some flags which might
indicate the relative maturity of this technology. This assumption is partly confirmed
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by the literature2, as showed in the figure below. In fact, while we witnessed a
consistent and steady publication rate in this field from late 2016 the academic effort
collapsed to a bunch of researches in the last couple of years

Figure 7: Face recognition literature trend (2010-2020)

Finally, it is interesting to look at the publications from a geographical perspective
(figure below). From a research perspective, China would appear to be the leader,
followed by India (once again) and the US. The fact that China does not clearly appear
in the patent search shall not surprise too much. In fact, most of the face recognition
applications are used by the security services and the military, over which they might
have a substantial oversight.

Figure 8: Literature's geography

2. Body Recognition
Body recognition algorithms allow to detect people on the basis of non-biometric data
(e.g., clothes). It is a way to detect, identify and track people who have committed a
suspicious activity.

2

Please note that the attachment excel sheets will focus on patents. Nevertheless, although the
literature will not be included in the attached excel sheets, we considered worthwhile to include its
review and the analytics.
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Patents
In the last effort, the search was mainly restricted around the word “recognition”,
which produced around 700 patents. It was decided to enlarge the search by including
additional keywords and synonyms to pair with the word “body”. In this case,
“recognition”, “tracking” and “detection”.
The use of these keywords produced around 1000 patents. During the review, a
significant attempt was put in excluding some sectors which eluded the subject
matter of the search such as the pharmaceutical and the chemical industry. These
outliers, which were clearly driven by the medical affinity of the keywords, would have
inflated the search of more than double. The other major outlier is the automotive
industry, which seems particularly involved in body recognition technologies within
and outside a vehicle. This skimming process halved the outcome of the previous
search, resulting in about 400 patents.
As in the previous search, it seems that no technological leader has yet appeared in
this field. The top 4 applicants account for about 10% of the total share of patents. As
the annexes with the outcome of the search will later show, this field seems mainly
dominated by technologies for civilian domains, as similarly identified for “face
recognition”.
Applicant

Pat.
Fam.
Count Count

Panasonic
Intellectual
Property
Management Co Ltd
NEC Corporation
Baidu Online Network Technology (Beijing)
Co., Ltd.
Murata Machinery, Ltd.
Ricoh Company, Ltd.
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
Beijing Kuangshi Technology Co.
KinTrans
Sony Corporation
Vicwood Prosperity Technology Limited

Share

Market
Technical
Coverage Relevance
(MC)
(TR)

12
12

9
7

3.31%
2.57%

1,493309
3,128583

0,615803
1,136077

9
8
8
8
6
7
8
7

6
5
8
4
6
1
5
3

2.21%
1.84%
2.94%
1.47%
2.21%
0.36%
1.83%
1.10%

1,278187
1,897195
0,662387
2,231101
1,555237
2,520475
1,005631
1,584592

0,280503
0,932687
0,30224
0,645293
0,544798
0,910461
0,413284
0,408382

Table 6: Top 10 patents' applicants (body recognition)

The figure below represents the geographical origin of the innovation concerning
body recognition. The US seems to be the undisputed leader in this field, followed at
major distance by European countries and India. Nevertheless, almost 40% of the
patents were filed at the European Patent Office, which reveals that, although being a
laggard, the European continent has managed to patent a sizable amount of the
innovation in this field. Moreover, this would also suggest that the maturity level of
such technologies is not considerably low in these two geographical areas.
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Figure 9: Patents' geography

Finally, looking at the patents’ filing activity (diagram below), it is notable a steady
increase from 2010 to 2016, followed by a collapse in 2017. Nevertheless, from that
year the innovation trend has boomed, almost doubling the latest peak in 2016. This
picture somehow potentially confirms the previous assumption regarding the
existence of a strong R&D effort for this technology, especially in the US and in
Europe. However, it would seem dispersed across a number of different actors.

Figure 10: Industry trend (body recognition)

Overall, it is difficult to draw a clear picture from an absolute perspective. However,
we can use as a benchmark the previous search about face recognition. From this, it
appears that the R&D intensity in body recognition technology is not as high as in the
face recognition field. The search produced not as many results, and even the most
important applicants have just a small number of patented inventions. Moreover,
while the innovation effort in face recognition seems to have slowed down in the last
few years, innovation around body recognitions technologies in the same timeframe
has boomed.
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Literature
Once again, we tried to look at the academia in order to add more evidence to the
patent search. Focusing on the 2010-2020 timeframe, a consistent academic activity
(more than 100.000 documents), similarly to what observed in the previous search,
can be noticed. Moreover, as showed in the picture below, another similarity strikes
out: in both cases, the literature review reveals that the interest of the academia to
these technologies have ended starting from 2016. Once again, this may suggest a
certain maturity of the technologies. Nevertheless, an in-depth analysis of the patents,
as well as of the COTS is needed for such validation.

Figure 11: Body recognition literature trend (2010-2020)

3. CCTV – Detection of configured/non-configured abnormalities
The CCTV cameras are paired with an interface in which the operator receives the
alerts of detection. The main objective is to implement within the current security
systems of the PTOs algorithms able to detect:
•
•
•

A person abandoning his/her luggage
A person in a restricted area
An abnormal object in a PTO infrastructure.

In this regard, we shall distinguish two types of algorithms: configured algorithms,
trained to detect a type of abnormality (loitering, running people, fights etc.) and nonconfigured algorithms which learn to interpret the «life» of the station and alert the
operators when something unusual happens (deep learning). These types of
algorithms could be used to detect abnormal activities within a PTO infrastructure.

Patents
Comparably to the previous report, the search in this area had to be refined several
times before reaching the correct scope. In fact, the main keywords (e.g., “camera”,
“video” and “CCTV/Closed Circuit Television”) may belong to many different sectors,
most of which are out of the scope of this search. For example, the word “camera”
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captured patents related to any kind of technologies applied to camera apparatuses
and not relating to video or video analytics.
The main keywords were first paired to side keywords: “anomaly”, “unusual”,
“abnormality” which mostly focuses on behaviours; and then also with “abandoned”,
“unattended” and “forgot”, which relate to items/luggage left in a station.
The outcome of the search is 119 patents, the majority of which are associated to
technologies within the security domain. The close relation is probably due to the
specificity of the keywording, especially if compared to previous searches. In fact, as
explained in the methodological note, the generality of the main keywords did not
allow for a broad scope of the search, which would inflate the outcome of the search
with several and different outliers.
Nevertheless, although a review of the patents was performed, the list may still
include some outliers related to abnormities/anomalies within the actual recording of
video or in video streams.
From the table below, it is clear that no technological leader has yet emerged.
Nevertheless, we recognize some applicants which were also strong players in the
previous technologies investigated. Some overlap, however, may be expected.
Applicant
9051147 Canada Inc.
International
Business
Machines
Corporation
Adobe Systems Incorporated
Ricoh Company, Ltd.
Sensormatic Electronics, LLC
Behavioral Recognition Systems, Inc.
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
NEC Corporation
Avigilon Patent Holding 1 Corporation
Genetec Inc.

Pat.
Count

Fam.
Count

Share
11.11%
6.94%

Market
Coverage
(MC)
1,251800364
1,189535623

Technical
Relevance
(TR)
1,166500725
0,989416846

12
8

8
5

4
4
4
5
4
4
3
4

2
1
1
5
2
1
2
1

2.78%
1.39%
1.39%
6.94%
2.78%
1.39%
2.78%
1.39%

1,551030116
10,15107938
2,029678464
1,125011226
1,555970053
1,131931633
1,641322875
1,975251603

3,540764706
1,945424744
0,163946575
1,503353397
0,309609671
0,156659851
1,495727074
2,012281394

Table 7: Top 10 Applicants (CCTV – Detection of configured/non-configured abnormalities)

From the analytics about the industry trend (see diagram below), it appears that the
patenting around these technologies have been inconstant throughout the 2010-2020
period. Only very recently, the patenting has overcome the last recorded peak in 2013.
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Figure 12: Industry trend (CCTV)

Despite this unstable trend, the lack of clear technological leaders and the little
number of patents found would suggest that room for innovation could be consistent.
During the multiple revision of the search, we notice several patents which apparently
closely match the challenge of the PTOs; namely, solutions able to (at least) detect
changes in videos such as the case for abandoned luggage. However, it is still unclear
whether these technologies are able to go further, and more specifically, to link – for
example – an abandoned luggage to a specific individual. Interesting to note is the
availability of patents which make use of unsupervised algorithms to detect abnormal
behaviours through CCTV cameras.

Figure 13: Geographical coverage (CCTV)
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However, it shall be highlighted that most of the obtained patents, especially those
closer to the PREVENT PCP’s challenge, are related to US’s applicants, as showed in
the picture above, which once again reveals the US dominance in this field. This may
indicate that the regional TRL might be relatively lower in Europe compared to North
America.

Literature
The potential overlap between the current and the previous search is evident in the
literature review in the last 10 years. In fact, here we recognize the same exact trend.
A steady patenting until 2016, when the academic activity starts quickly to fade away
(figure below).
Additionally, also in this case, we found China holding the academic leadership in the
field of body recognition technologies, although this rank is not evident in the
patenting activity. The potential reasoning might be the one assumed in the previous
search about body recognition technologies.

Figure 14: Literature trend (CCTV)
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Figure 15: Geographical academic activity (CCTV)

Note about the search of algorithms
It shall be noted that the European Patent Convention does not allow the patenting of
“mathematical models and algorithms”, as they are considered as abstract ideas.
Nevertheless, Artificial Intelligence inventions are generally patentable as a subgroup
of so-called “computer-implemented inventions” or "CIIs".
Nevertheless, we exerted a specific effort in looking for patents which cites algorithms
related to the mentioned technologies. In order to do so, we performed multiple
searches with different keywords: “security”, “item”, and “person/individual/people”.
All these searches produced no relevant result.
A final effort which targeted the word “object” produced 31 patents. The list of these
is presented in the last sheet of the annex.

4. Standards (all technologies)
In the PREVENT CSA’s IPR search, no useful standards were found for the selected
technologies. Nevertheless, we performed a new search using similar keywords as the
ones employed in the patents and literature search.
For what concerns facial recognition, the search was extended to “biometric data”
resulting in more than 700 standards. However, not all these results were deemed
relevant for the challenge.
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The search for body recognition produced 100 standards. However, most of these
standards relate to bodies for certification and accreditation in different settings. The
remaining ones were not relevant either.
Concerning the last technology, CCTV – Detection of configured/non-configured
abnormalities, an extensive search produced no result. This is not unexpected, given
the very specificity of the used keywords.
Following this, we decided to run a more general search, converging the attention to
standards devoted to the treatment of biometric data for security purposes. The
searches produced 7 patents, of which 2 are still under development, which are closely
related to the subject matter of the challenge. In the table below, where we have
collected the main information regarding these standards, important references to
the detection of individuals, and even of abandoned luggage, are mentioned. Almost
all the discovered standards were issued in the last few years, and two more are
forthcoming. This could reveal that these types of technologies are still in the first
phases of a standardization process, which probably follows a demand for framing
the existent technologies under certain provisions.
We also assume that the main standardization effort around these technologies has
been mainly devoted not so much about the innovation itself yet, but rather about
the ethical and privacy and legal frameworks which determine the boundaries of the
usage of these technologies. Therefore, an in-depth scrutiny from such side shall be
performed.

Title
Information
technology —
Extensible
biometric data
interchange
formats — Part
16: Full body
image data

Standard
Document
Id
ISO/IEC
3979416:2021

Publication
Date
2021-06

Abstract
This document is intended to provide a generic extensible full body image data
format for biometric recognition applications requiring exchange of human full
body image data. Typical applications are:
a) automated body biometric verification and identification of an unknown
individual or cadaver (one-to-one as well as one-to-many comparison);
b) support for human verification of identity by comparison of individuals
against full body images; and
c) support for human examination of full body images with sufficient resolution
to allow a human examiner to verify identity or identify a living individual or a
cadaver.
This document ensures that full human body images and image sequence data
generated by video surveillance and other similar systems are suitable for
identification and verification.
The structure of the data format in this document is compatible with ISO/IEC
39794-5. In addition to the data format, this document specifies applicationspecific profiles including scene constraints, photographic properties and
digital image attributes like image spatial sampling rate, image size, etc. These
application profiles are contained in a series of annexes.
The 3D encoding types "3D point map" and "range image" are not supported
by this document.
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Information
security
—
Criteria
and
methodology for
security
evaluation
of
biometric
systems — Part
2:
Biometric
recognition
performance
Information
technology —
Use
of
biometrics
in
video
surveillance
systems — Part
1:
System
design
and
specification

ISO/IEC
199892:2020

2020-10

For security evaluation of biometric verification systems and biometric
identification systems, this document is dedicated to the security evaluation of
biometric recognition performance applying the ISO/IEC 15408 series.
It provides requirements and recommendations to the developer and the
evaluator for the supplementary activities on biometric recognition
performance specified in ISO/IEC 19989-1.

ISO/IEC
301371:2019

2019-05

The evaluation of presentation attack detection techniques is out of the scope
of this document except for presentation from impostor attempts under the
policy of the intended use following the TOE guidance documentation.
The ISO 30137 series is applicable to the use of biometrics in VSS (also known
as Closed Circuit Television or CCTV systems) for a number of scenarios,
including real-time operation against watchlists and in post event analysis of
video data. In most cases, the biometric mode of choice will be face
recognition, but this document also provides guidance for other modalities
such as gait recognition.
This document:
— defines the key terms for use in the specification of biometric technologies
in a VSS, including metrics for defining performance;
— provides guidance on selection of camera types, placement of cameras,
image specification etc. for the operation of a biometric recognition capability
in conjunction with a VSS;
— provides guidance on the composition of the gallery (or watchlist) against
which facial images from the VSS are compared, including the selection of
appropriate images of sufficient quality, and the size of the gallery in relation
to performance requirements;
— makes recommendations on data formats for facial images and other
relevant information (including metadata) obtained from video footage, used in
watchlist images, or from observations made by human operators;
— establishes general principles for supporting the operator of the VSS,
including user interfaces and processes to ensure efficient and effective
operation, and highlights the need to have suitably trained personnel;
— highlights the need for robust governance processes to provide assurance
that the implemented security, privacy and personal data protection measures
specific to the use of biometric technologies with a VSS (e.g. internationally
recognizable signage) are fit for purpose, and that societal considerations are
reflected in the deployed system.
This document also provides information on related recognition and detection
tasks in a VSS such as:
— estimation of crowd densities;
— determining patterns of movement of individuals;
— identification of individuals appearing in more than one camera;
— use of other biometric modalities such as gait or iris;
— use of specialized software to infer attributes of individuals, e.g. estimation
of gender and age;
— interfaces to other related functionality, e.g. video analytics to measure
queue lengths or to alert for abandoned baggage.
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Information
technology —
Biometrics
—
Overview and
application

ISO/IEC TR
24741:2018

2018-02

Full
body
photography

CEN/TS
17051:2017

2017-5

NEN-ISO/IEC
19794-5:2005
(Cor. 2016-09)

Information
technology
- Biometric
data
interchange
formats
Part
5:
Face image
data
ISO/IEC
WD
TS
24358

2016-09

Face-aware
capture
subsystem
specifications

Under
development

ISO/IEC TR 24741:2018 describes the history of biometrics and what
biometrics does, the various biometric technologies in general use today (for
example, fingerprint recognition and face recognition) and the architecture of
the systems and the system processes that allow automated recognition
using those technologies. It also provides information about the application of
biometrics in various business domains such as border management, law
enforcement and driver licensing, the societal and jurisdiction considerations
that are typically taken into account in biometric systems, and the
international standards that underpin their use.
This Technical Specification is intended to provide a Full Body Image Format
for pattern recognition services and applications requiring the exchange of full
body image data. Its typical applications include:
a) human examination of high resolution full body images;
b) human verification of identity based on full body images;
c) computer automated full body identification;
d) computer automated full body verification.
To enable applications on a wide variety of devices, including devices that have
limited data storage, and to improve image recognition accuracy, ISO/IEC
19794 standards are followed regarding not only data format, but also scene
constraints (lighting, pose, expression, etc.), photographic properties
(positioning, camera focus, etc.), and digital image attributes (image resolution,
image size, etc.).
A specific biometric profile for cross-border interoperability is required for full
body photographs. Full body photography standardization is required to get
good quality database images for identification and verification using video
surveillance and other similar system generated images. At the moment,
border guards take full body photographs using local practices for enrolment,
verification, identification and watch list identification.
ISO 22311:2012 [10] specifies a common output file format that can be
extracted from the video-surveillance contents collection systems to perform
necessary processing. ISO/IEC 30137 [8] specifies data formats for storing,
recording and transmitting biometric information acquired via a video
surveillance system. The EN 62676 series [11] defines video surveillance
systems for use in security applications.
The purpose of this Technical Specification is to provide expert guidance (i.e.
best practices) for the photography of full body, especially when the resulting
images are to be used for purposes of identification and verification, either by
automated recognition systems or by human viewers.
It specifies - A record format for storing, recording, and transmitting the
information from one or more facial images within a CBEFF data structure, Scene constraints of the facial images, - Photographic properties of the facial
images, - Digital image attributes of the facial images. Each requirement is
specified for the following Face Image Types, respectively.

The document will establish requirements and recommendations for faceaware systems, which:
- capture images automatically and semiautomatically;
- capture (output) images that target application specific quality related
requirements
- support the capture of face images that are suitable for automated face
recognition
- Supports the capture of images suitable for human examination and adds
requirements on real-time capture feedback on image quality; establish
requirements image handling post capture.
The document also describes typical application profiles that contain specific
requirements and recommendations.
The following are excluded from scope
ICAO Portrait Quality requirements;
ISO/IEC Biometric data format requirements;
particular form factor;
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Information
technology —
Biometric
sample quality
— Part 5: Face
image data

ISO/IEC
WD 297945

Under
development

constraint mechanisms for capturing frontal photographs from persons of
varying height.
The document excludes requirements regarding conformity that cannot be
tested in a mature way even if ISO/IEC 19794-5 and ISO/IEC 39794-5 specify.
Not yet available

Table 8: Relevant standards (all technologies)
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Annex 2 COTS results
The aim of the performed research – under this annex 2 - was to update the Commercial OffThe-Shelf (COTS) resulting of the PREVENT CSA project.
The activities performed to update the COTS analysis from PREVENT CSA considered the
identified gaps, the potentiality for integration and/or adaptation, the achievement of the
mandatory requirements (of the desired solution), among which interoperability plays a major
role.
The COTS update was based on the evaluation of the former COTS analysis taking into
account the evolution/modification of the products/technologies available on market.
The actualization was focused on four main technologies:
1. Object classification and detection: capability to distinguish various objects (luggage,
handbag, animal, person, etc.) and locate them in the image;
2. Association of an item to a person or a group: capability to associate an item to his /
its owner(s);
3. Person re-identification and tracking:
a. Facial recognition (biometric data);
b. Body recognition (non-biometric data);
4. Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect unattended items.
The updated COTS focuses on the four technologies mentioned above because they are the
solutions most likely to meet the requirements of the PREVENT PCP challenge, namely the
detection of unattended items and the tracking of the owner.
The results of the actualization of the Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) analysis are
summarized below in the form of Tables describing products, equipment and technical
solutions available on the commercial market. The products described in the following pages
fill in the identified gaps and meet the practitioner’s needs in the field of security of public
transport.
The methodology to update the COTS is presented the on the following image:

Figure 16: Methodology to update the COTS
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1. Object classification and detection
Object classification and detection is a fundamental step in automatic video-surveillance or video analytics. It allows improved tracking and a more
accurate description of events allowing to distinguish between different objects in an image (human being, animal, luggage, vehicle, etc.). However,
as real-world applications need a real-time, flexible, easy and quick to configure solution, the design of a practical object classification algorithm
becomes a challenge. While below you can see the solutions available on the market which are able to meet this challenge, paragraph 5.5 summarizes
the main findings.

No.

Product name

Manufac
turer

Cisco (US)

Security Package

1

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Description of the solution

Source

Cisco® Video Analytics software offers users innovative ways to
perform video analysis. The software provides an intuitive interface and
powerful tools to enable organizations to make the best use of their
surveillance video. Analytics processing occurs on capable edge
devices, providing a cost-effective method of deploying video analytics
on the network.
Cisco Video Analytics offers a choice between two analytics packages:
Security and Counting.

https://www.cisco.com/
c/en/us/products/collate
ral/physicalsecurity/videoanalytics/datasheet_c7
8-622537.html
[data access
19.11.2021]

The Security Base package provides tripwire detection, as well as the
ability to classify objects, detect camera tampering and loitering events.
•
Tripwire: Identifies user-defined objects that move in a
specified direction as they cross over a line (tripwire) drawn
within the camera's field of view.
•
Object classification: Differentiates between a person, vehicle,
or other objects.
•
Camera tampering detection: Identifies any event that
significantly changes the field of view of the camera.
•
Loitering: Detects when a person or vehicle remains in a userdefined area of interest for a configurable length of time.
•
Take away events: Detects when an object has been removed
from a user-defined area of interest.

https://www.cisco.com/
c/en/us/td/docs/security
/physical_security/video
_surveillance/ip_camer
a/analytics/user_guide/
cvaug.pdf
[data access
19.11.2021]

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Avigilon (Canada)

Classified Object Detection

2

Axis Communications (Sweden)

AXIS Object Analytics

3

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Description of the solution

Source

Avigilon video analytics cameras and appliances are easy to install and
can achieve positive analytics results without ongoing software
adjustments. Avigilon's patented video analytics is designed to
automatically adjust to the camera's field of view without configuration
or adjustment.
There are two modes of video analytics:
•
Classified Object mode detects and classifies objects such as
a person or a vehicle. You can set up rules and alarms based
on this detection in the Avigilon Control Center (ACC)
software. This mode is used for Avigilon Appearance Search
queries, Face Recognition, and Unusual Activity Detection
which detects unusual speed and location of people or
vehicles.
•
Unusual Motion mode detects unusual pixel motion compared
to the typical speed, direction, and location of movement that
is typical for a scene. It displays anomalies so you can review
recorded video that might not otherwise be seen.
AXIS Object Analytics is an intelligent video analysis tool that detects
and classifies humans and vehicles based on surveillance needs. It is
useful for a variety of applications including public buildings,
warehouses, parking lots, industrial sites and other unattended spaces
in non-critical applications.

https://help.avigilon.co
m/design4analytics/enus/classifiedobject/classifiedobject.htm
[data access
19.11.2021]

Installed on compatible Axis cameras, AXIS Object Analytics provides
intelligent surveillance. Video analytics algorithms suppress most
sources of costly false alarms, such as vegetation, small moving
objects, and rapidly moving shadows on the ground. This allows to
focus only on the objects of interest and the real threats.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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https://www.axis.com/s
v-se/products/axisobject-analytics
[data access
19.11.2021]
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Aventura (US)

Cerebrus Intelligent Video Analytics

4

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Description of the solution
Aventura provides innovative IP and analog, enterprise-level digital
video surveillance systems, intelligent analytics, cameras, fiber,
Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) accessories, hardware and software
products, and peripheral solutions. Aventura offers robust integration
with various platforms, such as access control, intrusion detection,
dispatch, analytics, command and control, and unattended ground
sensors. Aventura is committed to delivering enhanced video analytics
services that enable organizations to provide customer services and
achieve better productivity. The Intelligent Video Analytics software is
ready to use from the box, but can be specifically configured to match
the user requirements. It also allows users to set multiple overlapping
detection zones and lines, in order to ensure tight monitoring.
Cerebrus Intelligent Video Analytics offers various analytics features
including perimeter intrusion detection, vehicle monitoring, auto track
detection, people counting, left/removed object detection, loitering
detection, classification detection, tamper detection, and advanced
motion detection. Aventura's Intelligent Video Analytics operates with
indoor as well as outdoor cameras. They detect a wide range of
surveillance scenarios which involve people, vehicles and other
objects. The software automatically adapts to the conditions that it
encounters, which happens to be ideal for both experienced and
untrained personnel to use.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Source
https://aventuracctv.co
m/software/videoanalytics/
[data access
19.11.2021]
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IBM (US)

IBM Intelligent Video
Analytics

5

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Description of the solution

Source

IBM Intelligent Video Analytics is designed to produce actionable and
comprehensive intelligence to enable law enforcement, city or other
infrastructure planners, administrators and managers to quickly
understand and react to current situations to effectively manage their
operations.

https://www.ibm.com/co
mmon/ssi/ShowDoc.ws
s?docURL=/common/s
si/rep_sm/4/877/ENUS
5725H94/index.html&lang=e
n&request_locale=en
[data access
19.11.2021]

Intelligent Video Analytics has advanced detection, classification, and
indexing algorithms that help the user “mine” the index of events for a
variety of criteria. Users can search real time and historical data for
specific items, such as vehicles and objects. To narrow the search, data
mining allows searching by color, size or speed of a moving
object, such as an automobile. Intelligent Video Analytics provides a
statistical analysis of activities, such as people entering a building. Sort
by date, time, or over an extended period of time for a trend analysis.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Description of the solution
IntelliVision’s Video Analytics products add artificial intelligence to
cameras by analyzing video content in real-time, extracting metadata,
sending out alerts and providing actionable intelligence to security
personnel or other systems. Video Analytics can be embedded at the
edge (in-camera), in servers on-premise, and/or on-cloud. They
extract only the valid motion in a scene, filtering out noise such as
lighting changes, weather, trees and animal movements.

IntelliVision (US)

IntelliVision analytics solutions

6

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

IntelliVision is providing a full set of services enabling dealers and
integrators to build video analytics into CCTV, security and
surveillance systems through the channel partner program.
IntelliVision analytics solutions cover a wide range of markets
including smart city, smart transport, smart retail, smart building and
smart home, with broad flexibility to run in-camera, on-premise, or
over the cloud.
The IntelliVision family of video analytics solutions includes object
detection and classification (humans, vehicles, pets, airplanes),
people/vehicle counting, demographics, intrusion/perimeter watch,
object left/removed, license plate recognition, audio/sound recognition
and face recognition.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Source
https://www.intellivision.com/intelligentvideo-analytics/
[data access
19.11.2021]
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Description of the solution

Thales (France)

SAVARI is a Thales solution based on intelligent video analytics
algorithms to monitor, supervise and analyze defined use cases.

SAVARI

7

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Several use cases are treated by the solution SAVARI
•
Plate reading (LAPI)
•
Object recognition, accounting and tracing
•
Traffic
•
Vehicle classification
•
Detection of specific vehicles
The advantages of the solution is to allow the implementation of video
analytics solution on existing cameras. It is a solution that can be
configured on demand for each use case

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Source
https://www.thalesgrou
p.com/en/taxonomy/ter
m/9560
[data access
19.11.2021]

Gorilla (Taiwan)

Gorilla IVA

8

The Gorilla solution is a video analytics solution allowing to deal with
several use cases:
•
Behavior Analytics:
o People Counting: The People Counting IVA detects and
counts people for a specified amount of time as they
enter a zone and/or cross a line which users define in
the software.
o Line Crossing: This IVA detects when people cross a
line (or lines) of user defined length and position.
o Intrusion Detection: Intrusion Detection monitors user
created zones to detect any activity or entries by moving
objects (like people).
o Direction Detection: This IVA monitors a user created
zone for people moving within the zone and in the
marked direction.
o Direction Violation Detection: Same as the direction
detection IVA but detects and alerts to movements in the
opposite direction. As an example, security checks at
airports and other transportation hubs stand to benefit
from this type of IVA.
o Loitering Detection: The Loitering Detection IVA
monitors figures or people entering and then remaining
in a user created zone for a specified period.
•

•

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374

Vehicle Analysis
o Vehicle Classification: Detects vehicle types, e.g.
motorbikes, cars and buses
o Vehicle Direction Detection & Counting: Counts vehicles
that move in a specific direction
o Traffic Violation Detection: Recognizes the vehicles that
violate traffic regulations or enter into prohibited areas
o License Plate Recognition: Recognizes license plates on
static or moving vehicles
Object Recognition: Software able to detect and recognize a
specific object.

70

https://www.gorillatechnology.com/VideoAnalytics
[data access
19.11.2021]
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PureTech Systems (US)

PureActiv AI

9

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Description of the solution
PureTech Systems patented Video Analytics are AI Deep Learning
and Geospatially boosted and provide several solutions which can
automatically detects, classifies, geolocates, tracks and alarms only
on Objects of Interest.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Source
https://www.puretechsy
stems.com/ai-deeplearning-video-analytics
[data access
19.11.2021]
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A.I. Tech (Italy)

AI-XX

10

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Description of the solution

Source

A.I. Tech designs and implements intelligent Video Analysis solutions
in a wide range of scenarios using Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning software technologies that can be used on all hardware
platforms (edge-side or server-side) or as a Cloud service.

https://www.aitech.visio
n/
[data access
19.11.2021]

A.I. Tech has several solutions among which:
•
AI-CROWD-DEEP allows to estimate the number of people
present within an area. It can also generate an alarm in case
of overcrowding situations (i.e. the number of people in an
area is above a certain threshold), in case of gatherings or
when the social distance between people is not respected.
•
AI-People is able to count people at gates by detecting
people passing through fully configurable virtual sensors.
•
AI-OCCUPANCY is a video analytics application that uses
advanced artificial vision algorithms to assess the movement
of objects within an area and estimate the relative occupancy
rate.
•
AI-INTRUSION-DEEP is a video analytics app based on
advanced artificial intelligence and computer vision
algorithms. It can detect intrusions, in terms of access and/or
persistence in a sterile area (sterile zone detection), virtual
line crossing (crossing line or tripwire detection) and multiple
virtual line crossing.
•
AI-INCIDENT is a video analytics app that can detect
anomalous situations on the road, such as vehicles driving
on the wrong side of the road, stationary vehicles, or
pedestrians standing in forbidden zones. It is also able to
assess tailbacks in real time.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Heptasense (Portugal)

12

Heptasense

Description of the solution
Camio enables cameras to tell you when something important
happens. It's a real-time video search and alerting platform that
streams events that matter to security and management teams

Camio (US)

Camio Object Classification

11

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Source
https://www.camio.com/
product/features
[data access
19.11.2021]

Camio Object Classification identifies humans, vehicles, personal
protective equipment, and any other objects of interest. Custom
classifiers can be trained to recognize new objects.

Heptasense is a surveillance analytics platform that lets maintain
security and safety remotely and efficiently, thanks to people and
object behavior analysis. It eliminates human errors in surveillance
systems by AI while protecting identities and maintaining compliance.
The platform is already being used by retail stores to detect theft and
public spaces to improve security, as well as roads and highways for
incident detection and prevention.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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https://heptasense.com
[data access
19.11.2021]
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Vintra (US)

Vintra Prevent

13

Viisights (Israel)

Viisights wise

14

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Description of the solution

Source

Vintra Prevent is an enterprise-grade video analytics solution that
delivers actionable intelligence from existing cameras. Vintra Prevent
supports companies security strategy by working on fixed, PTZ, and
mobile surveillance video feeds from in-car, dash, body, and dronebased cameras. It has several features:
•
Real-Time Analytics: Analyze an unlimited number of IP cameras
for a wide variety of multi-class detections, select objects,
direction of travel, zones of interest, custom analytics and more.
•
Investigative Video Review: Lightning fast search across all
cameras and perform powerful post-event searches.
•
Cost-Effectively Scale: Vintra’s solution has been optimized to the
very latest in GPU servers, affording up to 80 cameras on a
single server that can be purchased off-the-shelf.
•
VMS Integrations: Vintra integrates with popular VMS providers
such as Genetec, delivering a seamless, easy-to-use experience
to the operator.

https://vintra.io/
[data access
19.11.2021]

Viisights offers technological solutions for automatic understanding of
video content captured by widespread surveillance cameras and
sensors located throughout traffic control centers, roads, public areas,
buildings, shopping centers, commercial and industrial zones and
more. The technology is capable of processing and understanding
large amounts of video streams in near real-time and offline, while
enriching a variety of actions, events and scenes of interest with
robust intelligence, insights and alerts.
Different use case are handled by Viisights in transportation hubs:
•
intrusion detection
•
suspicious activity
•
crowd gathering
•
people running
•
parking and traffic control

https://www.viisights.co
m/solutions/#safesmart
[data access
19.11.2021]

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Description of the solution

XXII (France)

XXII offers a platform which is a single solution developed around
state-of-the-art open source software such as Kubernetes with a
micro-service architecture.

SmartInfra & SmartCity

15

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

TechnoAware (Italy)

VTRACK

16

Source
https://www.xxii.fr/
[data access
19.11.2021]

It is a solution capable of performing fine-grained, high-performance
analyzes and can be easily deployed on existing CCTV infrastructures
to analyze the environment.
The detections made by AI algorithms inform operators in real time for
rapid and optimal decision-making.
Easily configured, XXII's computer vision automates certain tasks to
allow operators to concentrate on the core of their missions.
Several use cases are treated by the two technologies of XXII
SmartInfra and SmartCity:
•
Management of groupings
•
Wild deposits
•
Parking management
•
Queue management
•
Human and vehicle counting
•
Intrusion management
•
etc.
TechnoAware researches and develops technologies, products and
solutions for video analysis and Artificial Intelligence.
VTrack is the Video analysis for intelligent video surveillance solution
of TechnoAware. It has 24 functions available (Intrusion, gate flow,
area counting, occupancy rate, hot zones, ATM, loitering, etc.), is
hardware independent and software-based solution and integrated
with all the major market leading brands of VMS and cameras.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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https://technoaware.org
/vtrack/
[data access
19.11.2021]
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Fujitsu (Japan)

Actlyzer

17
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Description of the solution

Source

By specifying combinations of basic actions and their order, place of
occurrence, and target, Actlyzer learned to recognize different
behaviors with only simple settings. Fujitsu researchers told Synced
that recognition engines trained using conventional techniques cannot
be so easily customized, making it necessary to train such systems on
a large number of images.

https://medium.com/syn
cedreview/fujitsuactlyzer-delivers-aipowered-video-basedbehavioural-analysis146f1f469142 [data
access 27.10.2021]

Its ability to identify suspicious behavior and convenient
customisability have enabled Actlyzer to tap markets and industries
for security applications and more. Fujitsu notes the tech works in
real-time video analysis and could also be used for example for
examining purchase behaviours of customers and response
behaviours of clerks in stores, timing the working hours at
manufacturing sites, or checking on work procedures in various
environments.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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PRYNTEC (France)

GO’ IA® Investigation

18
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Description of the solution
GO’IA® Investigation is an independent software which operates in
parallel of your existing security system. Thanks to the artificial
intelligence integrated, this software constitutes the perfect assistant to
analyze and process videos afterwards. Easy to use, you only need to
import your videos in AVI, MP4 or MKV format to start processing.
Developed in France in our Research and Development laboratory,
GO’IA® Investigation is a complete software featuring many functions:
Interest: automatically detect, analyze and index items of interest in the
video such as people, heads, faces, skeletons, vehicles, objects,
license plates.
Blurring: Blur or unblur video elements on demand in order to meet
GDPR requirements for example.
Post LAPI: quickly find a footage related to a complete or partial number
plate.
Statistics: generate statistics on the elements detected, compile them into
filterable, editable and extractable databases in order to analyze data.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Source
https://pryntec.com/
[data access
26.10.2021]
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Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Source

innoVi Remote Guarding™ is an AI-Powered video analytics platform
that automatically detects security breaches such as perimeter
intrusion and unauthorized access to facilities, generating alerts in realtime, which enable rapid response as incidents unfold. The alerts,
which can be monitored through innoVi’s user interface, or directed to
a third- party security operation center, are accompanied by a video clip
of the detected event, enabling immediate verification and informed
response.

https://www.agentvi.co
m/product/innovi/innoviremote-guarding/
[data access
26.10.2021]

Driven by Agent Vi’s highly advanced and accurate AI-powered video
analytics technology, innoVi Remote Guarding™ is designed for
remote guarding installations, offering easy setup, implementation, and
maintenance for large-scale deployments across distributed remote
sites. innoVi Remote Guarding™ is implemented with minimal setup
and configuration, easy camera connection and platform updates with
no system downtime. innoVi Remote Guarding™ provides high-end
security with real-time alerts, enabling more sites to be monitored
without requiring an increase in the number of security staff.

Agent VI (Israel)

innoVi Remote Guarding

19

Description of the solution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vWCsA
GVsVk&feature=emb_title

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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NEC Corporat. (Japan)

Few applications of Video Analytic in the Critical infrastructure
protections are:

NEC Advanced Image Analytics for
Behaviour Detection Solution

20

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behavior Detection
Banks – Suspicious Person Detection
Perimeter Intrusion for Critical Infrastructures
Stadiums - Suspicious Person Detection, Abandoned
Object Detection
Airports- Suspicious Person Detection, Abandoned
Object Detection
Railway/Metro Stations- Suspicious Person Detection,
Abandoned Object Detection
Parking Management
Vehicle Monitoring on roads

79

Source
https://www.nec.com/e
n/global/solutions/safet
y/criticalinfrastructure/b
ehaviordetection.html
[data access
02.11.2021]
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BRIEFCAM (Israel)

Protect & Insights

21
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Description of the solution

Source

The BriefCam Insights product allows for VMS video ingestion, while
BriefCam Protect allows VMS video ingestion as well as file-based
video ingestion. The solution is capable to:
•
Review hours of video in minutes and rapidly pinpoint objects
of interest. Quickly search and filter objects and events of
interest by metadata such as men, women, children,
vehicles, and lighting changes with speed and precision,
using 27 classes and attributes, as well as face recognition,
appearance similarity, color, size, speed, path, direction, and
dwell time, providing an ever increasing and powerful set of
distinct search combinations.
•
Unlock the ability to trigger a call to action, bringing relevant
events to the forefront with real-time alerting capabilities.
Enable organizations to proactively respond to situational
changes in their environment, while effectively balancing
sensitivity, accuracy, and efficiency.
•
Gain operational intelligence from the extracted and
aggregated video metadata such as men, women, children,
vehicles, size, color, speed, path, direction, and dwell time,
enabling users to quantitatively analyze their video, derive
actionable insights for data-driven safety.

https://www.briefcam.c
om/products/protectinsights/
[data access
19.11.2021]

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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DIELMO 3D S.L. (Spain)

AI.Dielmo

22

23
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Description of the solution
The project has focused on object detection in images and videos.
Users that work with large amounts of images or videos can start to
automate their workflow, using this software to perform quality
assurance of the images, obtaining reports, cropping specific objects in
the images, blurring the areas of the images where the detections are
located, or selecting the best detection inside and image.

YOLO proposes the use of an end-to-end neural network that makes
predictions of bounding boxes and class probabilities all at once.
Pjreddie (USA)

https://ai.dielmo.com/
[data access
22.11.2021]

Using AI.dielmo we can, for example, customize an algorithm that,
from a high resolution video, extracts the frames that correspond only
to the electrical towers and selects the best of them for each tower,
thus increasing the productivity of the inspection works.

YOLO - You Only Look Once is an effective real-time object recognition
algorithm proposed by Redmond et.

YOLO

Source

Following a fundamentally different approach to object detection, YOLO
achieves state-of-the-art results beating other real-time object detection
algorithms by a large margin. YOLO is a fast, accurate object detector,
making it ideal for computer vision applications.
The YOLO design enables end-to-end training and real time speeds
while maintaining high average precision.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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https://www.cvfoundation.org/openacc
ess/content_cvpr_2016
/papers/Redmon_You_
Only_Look_CVPR_201
6_paper.pdf
[data access
22.11.2021]
https://pjreddie.com/
[data access
22.11.2021]
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Microsoft (USA)

COCO (datebase)

24

Description of the solution

Source

Microsoft Common Objects in COntext (MS COCO) dataset is a largescale object detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset published
by Microsoft. Machine Learning and Computer Vision engineers
popularly use the COCO dataset for various computer vision projects.

https://cocodataset.org/
#home
[data access
22.11.2021]

Understanding visual scenes is a primary goal of computer vision; it
involves recognizing what objects are present, localizing the objects in
2D and 3D, determining the object’s attributes, and characterizing the
relationship between objects. Therefore, algorithms for object
detection and object classification can be trained using the dataset.

Table 9: Object classification and detection COTS

2. Association of an item to a person or a group
Association solutions will allow to link an object, such as a piece of luggage for example with its owner or even in some cases its group of owners.
This technological unit is extremely important in PREVENT PCP´ use case, namely the detection of an unattended item/luggage and the tracking of
the owner. In some cases, this association can be very complex with several subtleties (one owner, several owners, transfer of ownership of the
object from one person to another, occlusion of the scene, etc.). In the following table, an overview of such solutions is presented. The findings are
then summarized in paragraph 5.5.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Atos (France)

VISuite AI

1
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Description of the solution
The core Video Analytics element of VISuite AI is Ipsotek’s patented
Scenario-Based Rule Engine (SBRE), a tool to define behaviours of
interest as they would unfold in the real-world dynamic and complex
environment. It allows for multiple Video Analytics and AI events to
contribute to an alarm trigger and leverages the ability to fuse inputs
from multiple sensors to form a robust alarm. The SBRE can
differentiate between complex scenarios such as a vehicle stopping
opposite a sensitive building, driver leaving the vehicle and walking
away, or a taxi stopping at the same location to let a passenger out.
Another example would be differentiating between a passenger in an
airport putting a bag on the floor and standing next to it from a person
putting a bag down and actually abandoning it.
Ipsotek works on the subject of association between an object and its
owner using facial recognition and body recognition. However, the
solution is not yet mature enough.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Source
https://www.ipsotek.co
m/products/visuite/
[data access
19.11.2021]
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Aquilae (France)

Public
buildings

2
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Description of the solution

Source

The AQUILAE system offers a decision support tool. By minimizing the
number of false alarms, the system prevents loss of vigilance on the
part of the operator due to too many visual and sound requests. To
improve the functioning of the system permanently and independently,
AQUILAE integrates neural networks into its algorithms, constituting
real artificial intelligence.

https://iaquilae.com/solutions/p
ublic-building.pdf
[data access
19.11.2021]

Through its Public buildings technology, Aquilae develops solutions
around different use cases:
•
Detect unattended luggage
•
Ensure public safety
•
Optimize flows
Aquilae works on the subject of association between an object and its
owner using body recognition (non-biometric data). However, the
solution is not yet mature enough.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374
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Foxstream (France)

FoxVigi

3
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Description of the solution

Source

The FoxVigi solution has a function to detect the appearance of an
object in the field of view of the cameras.
The "Static object detection" analysis is an application developed to
detect the prolonged presence of one or more objects in a defined
space. It is used to generate an alarm when an object appears or
disappears in the scene. The detection time of this command can be
configured. The object must have a minimum size and therefore be
visible in order to be detected. The detection of objects and people is
carried out using a specialized classifier derived from Artificial
Intelligence and based on a deep neural network.

https://www.foxstream.f
r/
[data access
19.11.2021]

The FoxVigi solution uses a combination of appearance and movement
information to track and identify the actors (people, suitcases) present
in the camera scene.
Actor detection is done based on movement information. Shape and
color information is extracted for each. This information can help
identify the object from one image to another. The system also detects
the separation of an object into two sub-parts. As a result of this
separation, one of the two sub-objects (non-human) may remain
stationary for a certain period (configurable). In this context, a pre-alarm
is signaled. If the object remains static for a second period of time (also
configurable), an abandoned baggage alarm is sent. In the replay tool,
it is possible to view the instant of the pre-alarm and the alarm, with a
clipping indicating the object detected as being abandoned.
Foxstream works on the subject of association between an object and
its owner using body recognition (non-biometric data). However, the
solution is not yet mature enough.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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No.

Product name

Manufac
turer

AiFi Inc. (USA)

5

Żabka- autonomic shop

Description of the solution

Source

Based on technological expertise combining machine and deep
learning, computer vision and software development, Neuroo is a Made
In France platform based on the recognition and data processing
capacities of artificial intelligence.

https://www.neuroo.ai/l
e-produit/#Plateforme
[data access
19.11.2021]

Store management system using artificial intelligence. It enables the
creation of completely autonomous stores. It uses the CCTV system to
register customers and the products they buy. Before starting the
shopping, the customer turns on the payment application. The camera
system determines how many and what products the customer buys.
The system detects products, change product, put products away or
hide products. Payment takes place automatically when you leave the
stores. AiFi provides software to chain stores such as Żabka, Carrefour
or AiGO. At the moment, there are 25 stores using this technology,
including (the most) 7 autonomous Żabka stores.

https://aifi.com/aboutus/
[data access
22.11.2021]

Neuroo (France)

Neuroo

4

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

https://www.prnewswire
.com/newsreleases/aifi-andzabka-launch-firstautonomousconvenience-store-inpoland-884316826.html
[data access
22.11.2021]
https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/AiFi [data access
22.11.2021]
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No.

Product name

Manufac
turer

HITACHI, Ltd. (Japan)

QPIC

6

ML6 (Belgium)

Sports Intelligence Engine

7

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Description of the solution

Source

Software to associate an object with a person. It allows you to track the
relationship between an item (e.g. luggage) and the assigned person
(owner). It uses the operation of many surveillance cameras or other
image recording systems. It indicates the interaction between a person
and an object even when they are far away from each other (e.g.
luggage is abandoned by the owner, while the owner goes to the exit).
Correctly connects object, activity and person (Hitachi system - the
child holds the balloon, the other systems - the child and the balloon
are next to each other)

https://www.hitachi.com
/rd/news/topics/2021/07
14_dl.html [data access
22.11.2021]

ML6 is a supplier of image analysis software collected by external
systems. It enables the recognition and tracking of people, objects and
interactions (HOI - human-object interaction). The "Sports Intelligence
Engine" software allows you to control cameras in a way that allows
you to track an object (e.g. a ball) and an assigned person. This allows
the events of interest to be isolated from the image from multiple
cameras.
Other ML6 software allows for the recognition and classification of
objects, people and events. Moreover, it combines items of similar
appearance (e.g. identical packages or suitcases).
Works with and uses Google Cloud and YOLOv4 systems

https://www.ml6.eu/
[data access
22.11.2021]
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https://www.ml6.eu/tec
hnology/computervision [data access
22.11.2021]
https://www.ml6.eu/kno
whow/sportsintelligence-engine
[data access
22.11.2021]

Product name

-

8

Manufac
turer

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol

Anyverse (Spain)

No.

OCTION
(Germany)
StereoVision
Imaging (USA)

10

Dual Chirp, CESS400

Meet OCTION

9
Ⓡ

Description of the solution

Source

Provider of software that analyzes images from many types of cameras.
It allows you to track items (track parcel deliveries), record abnormal
events (accidents, dangerous or illegal events), control autonomous
vehicles, control the movement and behavior of people (control the
behavior of drivers or office workers). These are solutions tailored to a
specific use, allowing the modification of information from cameras or
other artificial intelligence systems. Widely used in city surveillance
systems.

https://anyverse.ai/
[data access
22.11.2021]

Cheap software for mobile devices. Designed for use by individuals and
small businesses. It allows for any image analysis in order to obtain
data. Recognizes people and objects in the picture. The obtained
information is analyzed and it is possible to obtain statistical data. It
enables detection of changes and modifications for specific
applications (e.g. detecting whether the person leaving the building has
luggage that they had when entering the building).

https://www.oction.de/?
gclid=Cj0KCQiAeeMBhCpARIsAAZfxZ
BGQrF_aYHggvppuOl
XErz7NxyIciwWArerljU
b1FHIrs3h_P-Rv8aApeGEALw_wcB
[data access
22.11.2021]
http://www.svisite.com/
[data access
22.11.2021]

A modern system for recognizing people and objects based on FMCW
LIDAR technologies. Thanks to laser scanning, an accurate 3D model
of each scanned object is created. In conjunction with a separate
artificial intelligence system, it allows you to accurately recognize each
object and changes in it (change of outfit to confuse the monitoring
system or leaving a bag/luggage somewhere). It is used by special
services. However, it is not a system for tracking an object and a
person, but only a way to assign them to yourself.

https://anyverse.ai/usecases/ [data access
22.11.2021]

Table 10: Association of an item to a person or a group COTS

3. Person re-identification and tracking
Recent terrorist attacks have, in many cases, underscored the ease with which individuals have been able to travel undetected. In recent years,
several of these attacks have taken place in train stations or on public transport. In this context, several tracking solutions using biometric data (face,
posture, size, etc.) and non-biometric data (clothing, accessories, etc.) have been developed. The goal is to help video operators to quickly locate a
This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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person in time and space. Indeed, the solution must be able to facilitate the search (deferred streams) or track in real time people of interest by relying
on the use of biometric or non-biometric data. The challenges of such a solution are to improve the security of people and to limit traffic disruption.

3.1. Facial Recognition (biometric data)
No.

Product name

Manufac
turer

Description of the solution

Source

Obtains facial images from video streams1, still image
storage2 and third party integrated systems;
•
Assesses individual frames of video and still images, detects
faces and analyzes each face to determine its unique facial
signature. Creates a small template for each unique face;
•
Compares each template image against an enrolled image
database until a match is found. Maintains a history of
matches;
•
Allows configuration of real-time alerts or messages to be sent
to users or external integrated systems if there is a positive
match against a database image. Offers a suite of post-event
image comparison tools;
•
Uses common hardware including IP cameras, servers and
existing infrastructure. Smart device applications (iOS /
Android) are also available;
•
Integrates with other systems using web service APIs, offering
an added dimension in facial recognition competency.
1)
CCTV surveillance cameras, mobile video cameras or archived
video footage
2)
Mobile cameras, smart devices and digital databases

https://www.nec.com/e
n/global/solutions/biom
etrics/pdf/Face_Recogn
ition_NeoFace_Watch_
Brochure.pdf [data
access 28.10.2021]

NEC Corporation

(Japan)

•

NeoFace® Watch

1

Graphic presentation of the technology or symbol
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https://www.nec.com/e
n/global/solutions/biom
etrics/face/neofacewatc
h.html
[data access
28.10.2021]

Cognitec (Germany)

FaceVACS

2

FaceVACS Technology:
•
accurate portrait characteristics check for gender, age, pose
deviation, exposure, glasses, eyes closed, uniform lighting
detection, unnatural color, image and face geometry;
•
supports multiple algorithms to work.
•
advanced face recognition APIs: C++, Java, Microsoft .NET,
BioAPI 2.0 Verification Engine (C API);
•
tools for biometric evaluations: e.g. generation of
identification match lists, similarity matrix data;
•
compares faces against image galleries in real time;
•
displays real-time signals when user-defined events occur;
•
displays and exports statistics about people flow
demographics and behavior;
•
sends signals and statistics to mobile devices;
•
supports interactive enrollment from still image and live video
stream;
•
works with IP, GigEVision, and USB cameras, and
Cognitec's own C5 camera.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://www.cognitec.co
m/productsoverview.html [data
access 28.10.2021]
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=8wEn8MbmgY&feature=youtu.b
e [data access
28.10.2021]

Eyedea Recognition (Czech Republic)

Eye Dentity

3

Eyedea Recognition Eyedentity is a ready-to-use forensic software for
face detection and recognition
•
Detection and recognition of faces in photos and video
sequences;
•
Descriptor invariant to pose, illumination and facial
expressions;
•
Similarity metric for fast recognition with millions of enrolled
individuals;
•
Support of vast number of image and video formats;
•
Solution targeting all major platforms.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101020374

*629€ (cost The Expert license is used to process image
databases. It detects faces, face landmarks, recognizes age,
gender and positive emotion on single images and adds advanced
functionality for a higher level of control over the processing).
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https://www.eyedea.cz/
eyedentity/ [data
access 28.10.2021]

Neurotechnology (Lithuania)

VeriLook facial identification technology

5

Thales Group (France)

•

FRP

4

FRP is state of the art biometric face recognition solution. FRP
can process videos in both live or replay to identify people in a
non-intrusive way, without any operator intervention;
•
FRP can be easily integrated to third party solutions such as
border and travel management, access control, ID check,
security/video surveillance etc.;
•
Customers and partner can also easily build applications on
top of FRP, thanks to its rich APIs (Application Programming
Interface) for server-based development as well as an SDK
(Software Development Kit) for standalone application
development;
•
FRP software can be run on multiple platforms (on premise, on
a PC, in the cloud, on mobile or tablet, and different types of
embedded environment).
FRP Watch:
•
Processes hundreds of cameras in parallel;
•
Get alerts in less than a second.
VeriLook facial identification technology is designed for biometric
systems developers and integrators. The technology assures system
performance and reliability with live face detection, simultaneous
multiple face recognition and fast face matching in 1-to-1 and 1-tomany modes.
Available as a software development kit that allows development of
stand-alone and Web-based solutions on Microsoft Windows, Linux,
macOS, iOS and Android platforms.
Face Verifi cation SDK – for developing of lightweight high-security
applications, designed for large-scale deployment. SentiVeillance
Server – ready-to-use software for easy integration of biometric face
identification and person tracking into video management systems
(VMS). SentiVeillance SDK – allows to create software for performing
biometric face identification and pedestrian or vehicle or other object
motion tracking using live video streams from high-resolution digital
surveillance cameras. SentiVeillance component is capable of
performing automatic multiple face tracking, enrollment and matching
against database. SentiMask SDK – 3D face tracking for augmented
reality apps and digital characters control.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://www.thalesgrou
p.com/en/markets/digit
al-identity-andsecurity/government/bi
ometrics/biometricsoftware/live-faceidentification-system
[data access
28.10.2021]

https://www.neurotechn
ology.com/verilooktechnicalspecifications.html
[data access
28.10.2021]
https://download.neurot
echnology.com/VeriLoo
k_SDK_Brochure_2021
-08-25.pdf [data access
28.10.2021]

Digital Barriers (UK)

SmartVis Face has been specifically designed to detect people in noncontrolled environments under challenging and changing conditions.
Faces technology can create watchlist entries from faces found in live
or pre-recorded video or still images.
High-performance video analytics can detect and identify faces from a
variety of angles and will provide alerts even in a non-controlled
environment. SmartVis Face can be deployed overtly or covertly as a
fixed or portable solution, providing permanent or temporary protection.
It is possible to extract images of faces from a live stream and check
against your proprietary database to see where else individuals have
been.

HISIGN (China)

7

Integrated Face
Recognition Surveillance

SmartVis Face

6

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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One-to-many identification in a set of mugshot images;
One-to-one verification of visa images;
Multi-sample still facial imagery;
Recognition of persons in video sequences;
Twins;
90 degree profile-view;
Gender estimation (M/F);
Age estimation (in years);
Pose estimation;
Expression neutrality.
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https://www.digitalbarri
ers.com/product/smartv
is-face/ [data access
28.10.2021]

http://en.hisign.com.cn/
NewsView.Asp?ID=26
[data access
28.10.2021]
http://en.hisign.com.cn/
ProductView.Asp?ID=3
2 [data access
28.10.2021]

AYONIX (Japan)

Ayonix FaceMatcher
Ayonix Face-ID

8

Accurately capturing face images in common environments, where
lighting, camera angles, and facial obstructions (such as hats and
sunglasses), can make it more complicated to identify people.
Ayonix FaceID SDK is a cutting-edge facial recognition software which
is especially designed to be integrated into existing or new applications.
The SDK covers enrollment, verification, and identification. It runs
multiple algorithms for detecting faces and eyes in images, for tracking
faces in video streams and for analyzing and checking face
characteristics to support a total face recognition solution.
•
Speedy gender, age, smile analytics;
•
Powerful 3D engine;
•
Multiple face detection - up to 20 people;
•
Face pose support (30 degree);
•
Stable recognition in backlit environments;
•
99.6% accuracy on Feret Database;
•
100ms fast matching (world's fastest engine).

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://ayonix.com/tech
nology/#products
[data access
28.10.2021]
https://ayonix.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/1
0/Ayonix-FaceIDSDK.pdf [data access
28.10.2021]

Herta (Spain)

Bio Surveillance NEXT

9

BioSurveillance NEXT is a high-performance video-surveillance
solution for facial recognition, specially designed for the simultaneous
identification of subjects in crowded and changeable environments.
Optimized for GPU architectures, it works 40 times faster than
traditional systems (up to 150 fps), and works with very high-resolution
video streams.
Technology makes it possible to record subjects automatically through
(on-the-fly) video capture, and works correctly even with partial facial
concealment, wearing of glasses, handkerchiefs or caps, changes in
facial expression, difficult lighting conditions and slight rotations of the
face.
BioSurveillance NEXT is optimized for environments with large crowds
in constant movement, such as airports, metro and train stations,
shopping centers, sports stadiums and urban centers.
•
Type of identification - Face, contactless, at a distance, on the
move;
•
Performance – Up to 600 fps over 1080p HD streams;
•
Database performance – One out of 60M user search in realtime with a conventional PC;
•
Max. resolution – UHD - 8K cameras;
•
Resolution for detection – Faces from 10 pixels interocular
distance (IOD);
•
Resolution for recognition – Faces from 24 pixels IOD, 50
pixels recommended;
•
Resolution for enrollment - Faces from 75 pixels IOD
recommended.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://www.hertasecuri
ty.com/en/products/bios
urveillance-next [data
access 28.10.2021]

Oosto (Israel)
VIGILANT
Solutions/
Motorola (USA)

11

VIGILANT
FACESEARCH
™

OnAccess

10

Regula
(Belarus)

SDK Face

12

An advanced tactical surveillance system (T.S.S), powered by a
cutting-edge, deep neural network that offers a wide range of
capabilities, including face recognition, human body recognition and
object identification.
The integration provides a powerful set of tools and a plug and play
system that can be cloud-based/on premise, providing real-time and
post-event analytics. It includes a set of advanced, automated tools that
provide both immediate detection of events and video event analysis,
turning each occurrence into valuable data.
•
Recognition in Mass Crowd in Real-Time;
•
Requiring a minimum face size of 45x45 pixels;
•
Able to recognizes all ethnicities, ages and occluded faces;
•
Plug and play solution on existing cameras infrastructure,
including PTZ, in real-world scenarios;
•
First in 1:1 and 1:N on multiple validated benchmarks. 0.2
seconds per database of up to 115M individuals;
•
Command & Control, VMS. Highly Scalable - run 30
cameras on a single GPU.

https://oosto.com/produ
cts/access-control/
[data access
28.10.2021]

Vigilant Solutions’ facial recognition technology utilizes biometric
algorithms of facial landmarks to find potential matches to help law
enforcement develop strong investigative leads.

https://www.motorolaso
lutions.com/en_us/prod
ucts/command-centersoftware/analysis-andinvestigation/vigilantfacesearch-facialrecognition-system.html
[data access
28.10.2021]
https://mobile.regulafor
ensics.com/facematching [data access
27.10.2021]

Biometric solutions that enable verification by comparing two images of
a face. The algorithm is always adjusted to the customer's needs. The
solution enables verification of the user's age in the case of access
control. A solution resistant to standard fraud.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=GcZvCCIb4
Ys [data access
28.10.2021]

AWARE (USA)

Knomi
PreFace
Nexa Face
FaceWorkbench
AwareABIS

13

BioID (Switzerland)

BioID Facial Recognition

14

IDR&D
(USA)

IDLive
Face

15

AWARE Inc. has five biometric identification software. It uses a
combination of facial recognition, fingerprint and iris scanning. Offers
applications with the following uses:
•
Knomi: Mobile authentication with facial matching and liveness
detection.
•
PreFace: Face image autocapture and processing on mobile
device or desktop.
•
Nexa | Face: Face matching algorithm SDK.
•
FaceWorkbench: Forensic examiner workstation application.
•
AwareABIS: Automated biometric identification system.

https://www.aware.com
/facial-recognition/
[data access
26.10.2021]

An international company with branches in Switzerland, Germany and
the USA.
•
User verification system by face recognition.
•
The system can be attached to other software.
•
A mobile application that can be used in place of a password.
•
Identification and comparison of the user with the photo (e.g.
in ID)
•
High level of effectiveness and quality of security.

https://www.bioid.com/f
acial-recognition-app/
[data access
26.10.2021]
https://play.google.com/
store/apps/details?id=c
om.bioid.authenticator
[data access
26.10.2021]

Technology of Facial Liveness Detection. Recognize when scanning
object is mask or photography. As such, it stops fraudsters from using
presentation attacks to spoof a facial recognition system.
•
scan time less than 1 second
•
Compliant for iOS and Android

https://www.idrnd.ai/pa
ssive-facial-liveness/
[data access
26.10.2021]

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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Truface (USA)

Truface SDK

16

Face SDK

19

NVISIO
(Switzerland)
Innovatrics
(slovakia)
id3
Technologies
(france)

18

SmartFace
OEM Solutions

Smart Mobility
Smart Health
Smart Wealth

17

Face recognition system with following functionalities:
•
Face recognition (1:1 and 1:N face matching)
•
Face extraction and landmark detection
•
Object detection
•
Facial Liveness Detection
•
Head pose estimation
Written in C++, Language bindings for Python, Java (Android) and
Node.js
Advanced facial recognition system with the ability to recognize user's
emotions. Uses Emotion Recognition to:
•
Definition of thinking styles, client preferences and attitude to
risk (finance and banking),
•
personalization of health service and patient monitoring
(medicine)
•
recognition of the driver, emotions and fatigue (automotive)
The system also recognizes objects on the road (faces, pedestrians or
other vulnerable road users)
The world's fastest data processing and result matching system. It uses
a combination of facial recognition, fingerprint and iris scanning. The
system is suitable for operation on microcomputers as well as on any
standard operating system.

It guarantees real-time multi-face extraction and matching. Provides
easy integration on multiple platforms: Windows, Linux, Android.
Dedicated to border control, public security, access control and use in
mobile applications

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://www.trueface.ai/
[data access
26.10.2021]

https://www.nviso.ai/en
[data access
26.10.2021]

https://www.innovatrics.
com/biometrictechnology/ [data
access 26.10.2021]
https://www.innovatrics.
com/face-recognitionsolutions/ [data access
26.10.2021]
https://id3.eu/facerecognition/# [data
access 26.10.2021]

Luxand
FaceSDK,
Luxand
FacCrop

21

MEGVII (China)
Luxand (USA)

Face Recognition
Access Control
Terminal
Face++

20

StereoVision Imaging
(USA)

Dual Chirp, CES-S400

22

A series of access control terminals using facial recognition technology.
Options of a build a library of up to 100,000 file entries, and it supports
on-device offline recognition.
Face ++ is an algorithm that enables the recognition of faces, emotions,
objects and human figure. Uses the collected data to compare the
results with the archival records (determining the degree of similarity).

IT solutions for implementation into other control and verification
systems. It enables, among others:
•
Face detection and recognition
•
Expression Analysis (70 facial features detection)
•
Identification of sex and age
•
Temperature analysis, face mask detection
The use of Dual Chirp FMCW 4D LiDAR (Frequency Modulated
Continuous Wave) laser scanning technology. It scans faces, objects
or silhouettes at a distance of up to 30m. Creates 3D models of the
scanned object obtaining data regardless of lighting, weather
conditions and even occlusions such as sunglasses and beards.

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://en.megvii.com/p
roducts/hardware/Face
_Recognition_and_Acc
ess_Control_Terminal
[data access
26.10.2021]
https://www.faceplusplu
s.com/ [data access
27.10.2021]
https://www.luxand.com
/facesdk/ [data access
26.10.2021]

http://www.svisite.com/
product/ [data access
26.10.2021]

FIMS

24

IDEMIA (France)
Animetri
cs (USA)

OneLook
Morpho FACE, Idemia 3D face,

23

Microsoft
(USA)

Face API

25

OneLookj offers accurate, at-a-distance face and iris capture and onthe-spot identity verification. It uses technological solutions developed
on the basis of 20 years of cooperation with Interpol.
MorphoFACE particularly* helps airports and border checkpoints deal
with the increasing number of travelers by providing a fast and highly
secure biometric solution for face capture and matching in one single
connected device. Based on the latest 3D video analysis technology.
MorphoFACE has anti-spoofing capabilities to deliver robust,
convenient identity check (against an ID document) or person
identification (against a list of persons of interest).
Idemia 3D face:
•
Provides a higher level of unhackable biometric security;
•
Supports both Structure Light and Time of Flight technology;
•
Meets Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) requirements;
•
Features extremely fast throughput in terms of execution time
(less than 100 milliseconds);
•
Uses less than 20MB of memory.

https://www.idemia.com
/wpcontent/uploads/2021/0
2/onelook-idemiabrochure-202012.pdf
[data access
26.10.2021]

Animetrics FaceR™ Identity Management Solution (FIMS) enables
organizations to bring a new generation of advanced mobile security
and video surveillance facial-biometrics applications into the field for
use in real time. Forensic analysis and comparative tools to analyze
and match single/multiple facial images in 2D/3D modes.

http://animetrics.com/?c
ontent=products/fIMS
[data access
26.10.2021]

Face API software is a component of the Microsoft Azure environment
that enables data management in the cloud. The Face API module is
an easy-to-implement security feature that allows you to analyze and
recognize faces in an image. It can be used both as an authentication
element and for processing photos in databases.

https://azure.microsoft.
com/engb/services/cognitiveservices/face/ [data
access 27.10.2021]

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://www.idemia.com
/onelook [data access
26.10.2021]

Google Cloud
Vision API

Google
(USA)
Watrix (China)

27

Gait recognition system

26

https://cloud.google.co
m/vision/docs/detecting
-faces
[data access
27.10.2021]

Gait recognition is to identify humans based on their gait features. Gait
recognition is a technique that integrates computer vision, pattern
recognition and video processing to identify people by analyzing their
body shape and walking posture. The average recognition rate can
reach 94.1% (it is able to scan a one-hour video and identify objects
within 10 minutes, with the accuracy rate reaching 94 percent). It can
recognize people from 50 meters away using ordinary 2K camera and
has less correlation with face information and lighting conditions. It has
been tested by public security officials for more than 1,000 hours and
has been involved in the detection of more than 20 cases.
Watrix also built the world’s largest gait database.

http://www.watrix.ai/en/
2018/10/30/gait-techgaining-traction/ [data
access 04.12.2019]

No new information [02.11.2021]
Kneron lightweight visual recognition algorithms can recognize human
faces, bodies, gestures, objects, and scenes on-device.

28

Kneron’s solutions include:
AI System on Chip (SOC)
Kneron produces AI SoC processors like the KL520 which is powered
by Kneron’s proprietary NPU that accelerates neural network models
making possible applications such as face detection and recognition,
body and object detection, and gesture control in embedded devices.
Visual Recognition Solutions
Kneron’s lightweight visual recognition algorithms can recognize
human faces, bodies, gestures, objects, and scenes on-device, and
power applications such as secure payments, door security, facilities
management, retail management, and traffic management.

Kneron (USA)

Visual Recognition Solutions

Vision API tool available in the Google Cloud application. It is used to
recognize faces in photos and analyze the emotional state of the
detected face. The Beta feature allows you to recognize pop culture
stars in your photos. It does not support individual recognition of people
(limitation due to the lack of a face database and image protection).

Table 11:

No new information [02.11.2021]
Facial Recognition (biometric data) COTS

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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https://learningenglish.v
oanews.com/a/systemrecognizes-peoplefrom-body-shapewalkingmovements/4648643.ht
ml [data access
04.12.2019]

http://www.kneron.
com/solutions/ [data
access 05.12.2019]

3.2. Body Recognition (non-biometric data)
Manufa
cturer

Oosto (Israel)

1

Product
name

Face-Body-Object Recognition
AI based platform

No.

NVISO (Belgium)

INTERIOR
MONITORING
SYSTEMS

2

Graphic presentation of the
technology

Description of the solution

Source

Using an existing infrastructure, AnyVision provides a set of advanced, automated tools
that provide both immediate detection of events and video event analysis, turning each one
into valuable data.
The technology is based on a self-learning, AI-based person-and object-recognition
software. A plug and play solution for new and existing systems that overcomes challenges
such as occlusions, different angles of view, and poor light conditions. Among other things,
it can be used to find and identify missing or wanted objects or persons in large crowds, to
support the work of authorities such as the police, and to optimize processes.

https://www.anyvisi
on.co/ [data access
27.10.2021]

•
•
•
•

Face Recognition
Body Detection using non-biometric data
Object Identification
On-boarding and Authentication platform for financial institutions

Artificial intelligence (AI) systems used in intelligent mobility. The system can find and
classify a variable number of objects in an image or video sequence, such as faces,
pedestrians, or other unprotected road users.
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https://www.milesto
nesys.com/marketpl
ace/anyvision/facebody-objectrecognition-aibased-platform/
[data access
27.10.2021]

https://www.nviso.ai
/en/automotive-ai
[data access
27.10.2021]

No.

Product
name

Manufa
cturer

MEGVII (China)
NEC Corporation
(Japan)

Titan technology

4

Description of the solution

Source

Human body recognition:

Face++

3

Graphic presentation of the
technology
•

body detection -Face⁺⁺ detects and locates human bodies within an image, and
returns high-precision body bounding boxes.

•

skeleton detection – Locate and return key points of body components, including
head, neck, shoulder, elbow, hand, buttocks, knee, foot.

•

body outlining – Detect outlines of bodies within one image, and return a string
consisting of floating-point numbers.

Technology titan is body recognition software and hopes to apply it to busy securitycontrolled sites such as sports stadiums and airports. If someone was photographed walking
through a football ground’s security barrier, for example, this person would be able to be
identified by cameras around the stadium even if their face were concealed. The software
can match people from numerous angles, such as from behind or from the side, and shot
with multiple cameras. As a result, this technology can effectively match people using
camera images where the face is not visible.
Technology has not developed [02.11.2021]
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https://www.faceplu
splus.com/ [data
access 27.10.2021]

https://newatlas.co
m/nec-partial-facialrecognitiontech/58398/ [data
access 04.12.2019]

No.

Product
name

Manufa
cturer

Fujitsu (Japan)

Technology to Recognize Flow of People from LowResolution Imaging

5

Graphic presentation of the
technology

Description of the solution

Source

Fujitsu has developed technology that provides highly accurate detection of people’s
movements and that can recognize the flow of people from low-resolution imagery incapable
of distinguishing faces.
Fujitsu has developed technology that, even when the overall image resolution has been
degraded from high to low resolution so that people’s faces cannot be recognized, extracts
multiple defining features of an individual, thereby making it possible to detect the person’s
movement with a high degree of accuracy.
This makes it possible to detect people in video with resolution low enough to mitigate
anxieties about privacy, and thereby enable recognition of people’s movement.
Using features that people have in common, technology extracts body-like shapes such as
heads and torsos in low resolution images, and determines if the person is the same based
on clothing colors. Key features of the technology are as follows:
Person detection using low-resolution images
The extraction process is as follows:
•
Focusing on head-shaped characteristics in the input image, extract head-shaped
candidates;
•
Because many similar shapes were detected, treating the lower ones as torso
shapes makes it possible to accurately detect people even from low-resolution
images
•
Based on the people detected in Step 2, detect their relative proximity to the camera,
beginning with the closest person, and update the image of more distant persons to
compensate for partially obscured areas of a body. This makes it possible to
accurately detect even multiple, overlapping people;
•
This technology can independently recognize the heads and torsos of multiple
people.
•
No new information [02.11.2021]

https://www.fujitsu.c
om/global/about/res
ources/news/pressreleases/2015/0306
-02.html [data
access 05.12.2019]
[page not found;
27.10.2021]
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No.

Product
name

Manufa
cturer

Description of the solution

Source

Equipped with a bunch of cutting-edge technologies like VCA (Video Content Analysis) and
Auto Tracking, Milesight cameras offer powerful, accurate and intelligent monitoring solutions
to catch the most important moments on the video surveillance system, without always
watching the live view. It helps the security system work more efficiently, which can relieve
the pressure on human resources.
With VCA embedded as standard, Milesight cameras support full 10 detection modes, which
can alert the operator of detected predefined events automatically to strengthen safety
management and to minimize damage through prompt response.

https://www.milesig
ht.com/technology/i
nnovation/videocontent-analysis
[data access
27.10.2021]

PTZ Auto Tracking

Milesight (US)

Video Content Analysis

6

Graphic presentation of the
technology

Creating a 3D model within the monitoring range, Milesight PTZ cameras mark and track the
object after target detection and selection in this model to ensure that the object maintains a
fixed proportion for superb tracking views by automatically controlling the direction and zoomlevel.
Fisheye Auto Tracking
The algorithm-based Fisheye Auto Tracking enables the Fisheye Camera to leverage digital
PTZ to better safeguard the monitored area from overall to partition. When moving object is
detected in the view, the Original View or Panoramic View will display the whole view, while
other Regional Views will cooperate with the linkage to track the details.

Table 12: Body Recognition (non-biometric data) COTS
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4. Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect unattended items
Some statistics have shown that 99% of surveillance video being generated and recorded is never watched by anyone and produces no value
whatsoever. This is because there is simply too much data to humanly process it. This results in missed detections of abnormal events. Current
methods have tried to automate this detection by using rule-based approaches in video analytics (See: Object classification and detection). Other
technologies use an unsupervised Machine Learning technique that can analyse vast amounts of surveillance video autonomously which does not
require users to pre-define the rules for event detection. The technology is able to automatically identify patterns (i.e., motion, trajectories) in a scene
and find deviations and abnormalities to warn of potential security and safety threats.
The conclusion from the current SOTA analysis is that current technology is not able to provide a system to detect anomalies in real time without
requiring normal or labelled logs. Thus, a system dedicated to anomaly detection frameworks should be developed: “Log files record precious
information, they show up as a valuable resource for debugging and preventing failures. However, log file sizes have grown too large for humans to
perform timely and efficient analysis. To solve this issue, many researchers have proposed automated anomaly detection frameworks. However, the
current state-of-the art fails at providing an anomaly detection framework which can detect anomalies in real time without requiring normal or labelled
logs”3.

3

Zeufack V., Kim D., Seo D., et al., An unsupervised anomaly detection framework for detecting anomalies in real time through network system’s log files
analysis, High-Confidence Computing, 1, 2021
This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020
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No.

Product name

Manufactu
rer

AGENT VI (Israel)

innoVI Enterprise

1

Graphic presentation of the technology

Description of the solution

Source

Rule-based Detection

Deep Learning-Driven Video Analytics for Comprehensive Coverage.
innoVi Enterprise is an innovative video analytics software designed to
meet the security and safety needs of multiple vertical sectors.
Combining Agent Vi’s vast field-proven experience with deployments of
all sizes and highly advanced, cutting-edge Deep Learning technology,
innoVi Enterprise helps surveillance operators to uncover otherwise
hidden events, insights and information. innoVi Enterprise enables
leveraging of the surveillance infrastructure for security applications and
beyond and is available as an Agent Vi Hosted service or Customer
Hosted (on-premise) solution.
innoVi Enterprise eliminates the need for continuous human monitoring
of surveillance cameras. It automatically detects and alerts to security
and safety incidents in real-time, thereby drawing a surveillance
operator’s immediate attention to an incident. innoVi provides situational
awareness to effectively manage incidents and enable effective
responses, as incidents unfold.

https://www.agentvi.
com/products/innovi
/innovi-enterprise/
[data access
27.10.2021]

Anomaly Detection
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Manufactu
rer

RICOH (Japan)

2

Product name

RICOH Abnormalities detection (R&D Field)

No.

Graphic presentation of the technology

Description of the solution

Source

To allow AI to learn about anomaly detection, you need to identify and
provide all abnormal states that should be detected.
Yet most of the videos recorded on surveillance cameras are of normalcy.
Beyond that, it is unrealistic to predict every single anomaly in the first
place.

https://www.ricoh.co
m/technology/institu
te/research/tech_an
omaly_detection_in
_videos
[data access
29.10.2021]

Thus, Ricoh has come up with the idea of using semi-supervised anomaly
detection, a technology proven in appearance inspection and frozen road
detection. Anomalies can now be detected even when very little anomaly
data is available.
The technique uses only the videos of normalcy for learning.
All scenes that depart from normalcy (for instance, an increase or
decrease in things, or unusual behaviors) are determined as anomalies.
This scheme allows the detection of unknown, different anomalies.
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No.

Product name

Manufactu
rer

Graphic presentation of the technology

Icetana (Australia)

icetana Motion Intelligence™

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKcgXbK4E8
c [data access 02.11.2021]

Description of the solution

Source

icetana Motion Intelligence™ is AI driven video analytics software that
dramatically improves active monitoring of security surveillance
networks. The video anomaly detection software self learns “normal”
movement patterns then abnormal movement is highlighted in real-time,
allowing operators to focus on events that matter and respond to both
precursor activities and incidents. icetana complements existing video
management systems to remove noise and increase efficiency for
operators and has a broad range of use cases across a growing number
of industry verticals.
Key differentiators
• Identifies precursor events, allowing for timely intervention
before situations escalate.
• Scales to suit size of video surveillance operation
• Detects abnormal precursor events and a wide range of
incidents in real-time
• Able to work with a wide range of cameras and servers
• Learns and adapts automatically using patented technology no rules to setup or maintain
• Includes LiveWall™ - shows only events that need further
investigation (1% of total video), reducing operator fatigue and
missed events
• Rapidly review historical video - 24 hours in 30 minutes
• Reporting system allows tagging of anomalies and easy
extraction of reports
• Supports a wide range of fixed view cameras
• Easy integration with existing Milestone, Genetec or other
video management systems
• Minimises server costs - supports up to 300 cameras per 1
RU server (density depends on camera resolution and frame
rate)

https://icetana.com/i
cetana-productoverview/
[data access
02.11.2021]
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No.

Product name

Manufactu
rer

ONEBERRY (Singapore)

ARVAS (Singapore)

4

Graphic presentation of the technology

Description of the solution

Source

ARVAS is an AI-assisted video anomaly detection system that requires
no input of rules or pre-configuration, using advanced statistical
modelling and deep machine learning to detect anomalies instead of
conventional rule based algorithms. This automated approach enables
detection of complex risk patterns that would otherwise escape human
analysis, highlighting any abnormal behaviour to operators in real time.

https://www.oneberr
y.com/ [data access
19.11.2021]

Deploying ARVAS can increase the effectiveness of surveillance but also
allows fewer operators to monitor video feeds in a command and control
center.

Table 13: Unsupervised learning algorithms to detect unattended items COTS

A broad update of the COTS analysis regarding new or upgraded products available on the market in the field of the three selected technologies has
identified new areas of product development in the above-mentioned scope.
The idea of introducing the possibility of combining various technologies should be taken into consideration due to the overwhelming majority of
available systems which only satisfy a certain part of the identified needs (e.g., only tracking a given person or only recognizing a person / object). It
is a natural phenomenon of specialization for which it would be optimal to combine existing advanced solutions into one. Such a solution would
guarantee a much higher quality than current systems which, due to limited capabilities, have to choose between the quality of the solution and the
expansion of usability.
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5. Gap analysis of available COTS
In the previous section, the COTS analysis has carried out the updated picture of market COTS
considering the identified PREVENT PCP needs, the potentiality for integration and/or
adaptation, the achievement of the mandatory requirements (of the desired solution), among
which interoperability plays a major role.
Based on the outcomes of section 5, this chapter will identify how and how much COTS fit to
the scope of PREVENT PCP. This analysis will further identify which are the solutions that fit
PREVENT PCP common challenge requirements, in order to build a clear picture of existing
GAPs in terms of market offerings as well as to identify market solutions and providers who
may offer promising and innovative products and solutions.
The comparison and gap analysis will be done based on PREVENT PCP must-have
requirements and features defined below:
•

Real-time analytics: Detection of unattended items and tracking of perpetrators must
be performed in real-time since related threat identification and neutralisations is a
question of seconds or minutes.

•

High volume of data processing: Expected solutions must treat/process very large
volumes of data (including video feeds) in real time, from multiple sources, and multiple
geographical distributions.

•

Use of non-biometric data: Either for identification or for tracking, PREVENT PCP
seek solutions based on non-biometric data in order to complain with the GDPR.

•

Crowded area: Expected solutions shall be designed and developed to be operational
in crowded areas such as the train station.

•

Changing conditions: Expected solutions shall be designed to operate in different
conditions: indoor-outdoor, low-light, morning-evening-night, sunny-rainy days, etc.

•

Tracking of people (using non-biometrics): Feature to track people after object
abandoned, or backwards to identify the perpetrator.

•

Tracking of people (using biometrics): Use of biometrics for tracking shall be used
only for certain situations (real threat) and only by authorized category of users (e.g.,
Police forces).

•

Linking person to object: Expected solutions must identify the owner of the
unattended item or responsible for the abandoned item.

•

Detection of unattended/abandoned object: Expected solutions must be able to
automatically detect unattended/abandoned object in different scenarios.

•

Object classification: Classification and detection of the type of object.

•

Designed for PTO / tested in PTO environment: PTO scenarios and requirements
are unique, and therefore it is important to evaluate if the solutions were designed to
work for this type of situations.

The following table presents the main findings of the COTS fit-gap analysis:
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Object classification

Abandoned object
detection

Linking person to
object (abandoned)

Tracking of people
(using biometrics)

Tracking of people
(using non biometrics)

Changing conditions

Designed for
PTO/Tested in PTOs
environment

Crowded area

Use of non-biometric
data

High volume data
processing

Real time analytics

Object classification and detection
Security Package

X

Classified Object
Detection

X

AXIS Object
Analytics
Cerebrus
Intelligent Video
Analytics
IBM Intelligent
Video
Analytics
IntelliVision
analytics
solutions
SAVARI
Gorilla IVA
PureActiv AI
AI-XX
Camio Object
Classification
Heptasense

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
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X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Vintra Prevent
Viisights wise
SmartInfra &
SmartCity
VTRACK
Actlyzer
GO’IA®
Investigation
innoVi Remote
Guarding
NEC Advanced
Image Analytics
for Behaviour
Detection
Solution

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

Protect & Insights
AI.Dielmo
YOLO
COCO
(datebase)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Association of an item to a person or a group
VISuite AI
Public
buildings
FoxVigi
Neuroo
Żabkaautonomic shop

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

QPIC

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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X

Sports
Intelligence
Engine
Anyverse’s
product (no name
of the product)
Meet OCTION
Dual Chirp, CESS400

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Face recognition
NeoFace® Watch

X

X

X

X

FaceVACS
Eye Dentity
FRP
VeriLook facial
identification
technology
SmartVis Face
Integrated Face
Recognition
Surveillance

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

Ayonix
FaceMatcher
Ayonix Face-ID
Bio Surveillance
NEXT

X

X

X

X

OnAccess
VIGILANT
FACESEARCH™

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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SDK Face
Knomi
PreFace
Nexa Face
FaceWorkbench
AwareABIS
BioID Facial
Recognition
IDLive Face
Truface SDK
Smart Mobility
Smart Health
Smart Wealth
SmartFace
OEM Solutions
Face SDK
Face Recognition
Access Control
Terminal
Face++

X
X

Luxand FaceSDK,
Luxand FacCrop

X

Dual Chirp, CESS400
OneLook
Morpho FACE,
Idemia 3D face,

X

FIMS
Face API
Google Cloud
Vision API

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
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Visual
Recognition
Solutions

X

Body recognising
Face-BodyObject
Recognition AI
based platform
INTERIOR
MONITORING
SYSTEMS
Face++
Titan technology

X

X

X

X

Technology to
Recognize Flow
of People from
Low-Resolution
Imaging

X

X

Video Content
Analysis
Gait recognition
system

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
Table 14: COTS fit-gap analysis
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